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Is Our 86th Year
•
anessiwittaliete.  sea-
Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
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TIGERS TUMBLE TILGHMAN TORNADO 2672
9 
Mayor Holmes Ellis
Speaker For Sunday Doran Passes For 3; Sprunger
Evening Service





Went to Paanicfort yesterday. Ma
time in a lumber of years.
Went all the way on the West Ken.
tacky Turnpike and the new Cen.
Wel .Kageocky Partway TIr looter
ts not of noisily open b&a it a al-
neat coinpleted
Now that is traveling iistyle.
Colonel James Beesea wtio le dui
director of the Kentucky Mate Po-
nce. Invited um to Vail the State
Police Academy el Thwalgiort. along
with 23 other nerallialla dna around
the state.
Met Ralph asegrall.
Counter Ns& la • similar tft
Mrs. Mei* 1/11111.11110. Mille fet-
iow persondib and
Colonel Bassett gave the group the
red carpet, treatment. We rode an
she way to lerwileftat in a Saar
Police Cmilme with Pint Sergeant
Ray McCarty se Or driver Chorea
stephenacon. our tog State Trodper
wee eking on well es Ralph
We hand the &AW Pain A.
end. sem dernmeamesu an the
otanammeataura ematiment. how W
melm ftnmrialaisi-Jimw dr moms
my me Waned. WA peweicandhb.
fsmillUmimd dr laboriatm7.
Col. Basset is • young man. dynamite.
Intellment. and hirameedgeabie.
He wanted out that out at every 100
young man litho agmly for State
Trooper pentane may rem end up
as troopers TIM is a retention mite
of 91 per cent
-----
No hurimoses accepts& no bode




The second annual Tamil halloo]
of World Outreach will begin Sun-
day afternoon at 6:00 In Tint
ahrtatian Churoh The whop! will
be held every Sunday for Nix ses-
sions, and will have on it's theme:
altimaion - The Christian's Cell-
i
Claws will be heid In missionn
education for every me level There
• 
will be two dames for adults. and
one each for the following - Sen-
ior Hata, Junior Highs. Juniors
; 4. 5 and eth erodes,. Prlmarys
(lit 2nd and 3rd ireadav Kin- '
derwarten .4. and 5 vear alas , and
there will be a numery for infants
and the younger members of the
church Farniiy.
Mrs James Rudy Ailbritten is
Dtrector for the School. arid toper-
, ,riste the following teachers. Ftupert
• Parts. John Ruco. Jr . Mrs Rich-
ard Omer. Mrs Jo Crass, Mrs.
Glenda Boone, Mna John Querter-
mous. Mr, Howard Titsworth. Mn
Helen Bennett. Mrs L 34 Overby,
Mee Benny Maddox. and Mra Wil-
1 hm Taylor.
Kentuck.y Late: 7 am. 364.9, up
02. below darn 3017. down 01.
Barkley In: hendivater 336, no
ohanite: tatiwater 302.1. down 0.1.
Sunrise 7:06. sunset III.
Moon rises 10.40 pm.
Kentucky. all wines - Partly
cloudy with scattered afternoon and
evening thundenhowers today
through Sunday. HIM today In low




Laalitag first lames of the Moiety sapplismear fur stale-wide distribution through Seattiskya news-
papers an limit to riglati Trooper IL WIIThaia allisabelatesegaissitseky State Police, Cliff Gahm. Frankfort.
representing Cesnonseity Pesis, and Dill Wax arank fort. willesenting the Governer's Cti-arillinattag Com-
mitt« fee Traffte ashen. The sistMeal lamisente Insatiate fur Highway Safety and the Cayenne'', ro-
enlinatiag Camealtiee ee-epeameed the pealleaties et this sight-aige supplement. Members of the Kentuc-





William RI Dodson. vice-president
of the Peoples Bank of Mum,
Ky, has been appointed to man-
berahm on the Advisory Boma of
the American Bankers Amociation
Lnetaliment Credit antimittee for
this Indere! lteserve District.
One of the moot important funct-
ions of the board Is the producing
of the sentlainnunl report of the
Advisory Board Objectives of the
Bard are eriumanonal program for
bankers cooperation with state
; banker, aiwociations, cooperation
with supervisory authorities. co-
cpesation with induetry. and 000p-
eration with the public.
Dotlecei is now menager of the
Piehles Rank branch on South 11th
Street and has bean with the Peo-




Question We ask the quation
again, if the commission form of
go%errunent is approved by voters,
what happens to county road
money and county school money?
Answer Ftegardiess of the type
of county government Oat kiway
County has. law prevents the um
of county road money in the city
and also prevent* the uar of whool
money by anyone but the Calloway
County School Board.
SRIOGIt MITT
The Murray Duplicate Bridge
Club will meet Wednesday at six
p.m. at Holiday Inn Please make
reservations by calkne 753-4602 or
753- 0003




TIN Ledlett and limes is ,s13-
entone whit the Maar Illepaninent
of latter Retety tray by clietribut-
log the Kentucky Traffic elaregy
Maillaftlftle Supplement as part of
todstale Moue ow* Ledger and
Times r sixteen sages he
their pleasure and ugor-
MUM.
Load arms are ouoperstinglo
this effort to had down deaths an
the slate highwava Readers are
egged to read time sash/ saver-
illlanalinta They contain inexma-
tion wrath could awe Imes. lalud.
Mg those of yourself tad your hew
RS-
The !Meer and Times wishes to
empress appreciatan to the ors,r-
isr.J.08 and the tenewille Timm
for applying dm meander' end male
ter die wanly eithwaimmente Thew
malarisis wen supplied to die Led-
ger and Timm free of thane end
this newspeper withee to enema
spprooliation for them
The Ledger and TimmIs pletwied
to cooperate with dm Demmtment
of Public adety In that endeavor
to melte Kentucky highways eater.
Billy Flora Named
President Carter
4-H Club At Meet
A new 4-11 Club was organised
at Carter School Wednesday. Octo-
ber 13 New officers were elected:
Preskitri. Billy Flora. vice-presi-
dent. Beth Wilton, secretary-tree-
curer. Brad Barnett. reporter. Libby
Sans. song leader. Tony Thomp-
son. recreation. Paul Holland.
The members an Larry Raw-
Ion. Tony Thompson. Billy Flora,
Gina Starts, Teens Dubai", Mar-
tha tilicaltulain. Kenny Law-renoe,
Roger Hughes. Mike Denham. Paul
Holland. Bead Barnett. Billy Tin-
solving. Larry Roger,. Libby Bree,
041 Herndon. Terry Melton, Con-
nie Mecum. Maneerete Anderson,
111e aireandes. Julie Brunner,
Marela Fielder.
Mre. Olen Sine who is a leader
taro attended the *meeting.
Roland P. Burkeen
Serving In Korea
2D INFANTRY DIV. KORKA
(AFITNC) - Army Pot Roland P.
son of Mr and Mns 0.
D Thirteen. Route 1, Alma Ky,
wee assigned tio the 2d Iraantry
Division in Korea. WO 21
Burkeen is a cannoneer In Bat-
tery A, let Battalion of the div-
e:Iona litth Artillery He entered
the Army In April 19615 and com-
pleted basic traltang at Fort Knox,
Ky.
The 18-year-old soldier attend-




The honor mu for Almo Thereat-
nary School for the past six meta
WS* released main by Charlie Las-
Ater principal of the whoa
Third grade- - Kerry Schroeder,
Patti Jo Mtn*. Barbara Howland,
Danny PrItchat Kerry Loader'
Craig Dowdy Shirley Brandon. Do. 
nunDumas. Cheryl Jackson. Mark
Miller Steven Newberry. Sabrina
Flinn. Sharon Mchler. Hazel Prit-
chett
Fourth grade - Tina Todd, Wade
McDaniel. Pamela Owleaby Re-
becca Howland, Rebecca Burkeen.
Kenneth Cleaver, Mark Carroll.
Melinda Mulkerrion Warren Hop-
kins. Mara Ibex Robert Rowland
Path grade Deboren Crick.
Onives Burkeen Kathy Kelly. Olen
Mathis Maury* Rickman, Bobby
Remand, Dorinds Marts.
Sixth grade - Joel Griffin.
Seventh /made - - Barbara Brit-
lain. David °mama David Bur-
keen, David Gargle, Patsy Hop-
kins. Bonita Jones. Trances Nance.
Dennis Ramsey Paul Rushing,
Phyllis Turner




Ky. Dam Are Made
TVA is preparing to install
access facilities for fithersnen on
the river bank. Wow Kentucky
in. one of the area's mod popu-
lar fishing spots
'The lame numbers of fishermen
there have been reaching the river
by cllmbing Clown steep slopes of
riprap. large broken rook used to
protect the banim from erotton
flame fishermen also have impro-
vised bridges to reach an abandon-
ed railway bridge foundation cell
next to the right bank
To provide safer access. TVA will
build concrete steps with hand-
rails down both skpea some dis-
tance below the dam with con-
crete walks extending up and down
the shore from the steps A walk-
way will be bunt to the abandoned
bridge cell, lath homdralls to pro-
tect people on the cell and the
walkway.
The work Le to be carried out
within about three months
NOW YOU KNOW
by United Preis International
There are 237 miles of subsla
and elevated lines in the New York
City Ullman system, acoOrd1/11/ to
the World Almanac.
.....
The Calloway County chapter of
the Future Farmers of America
head Its regular monthly meting
Thursday
Greenhands were irdtated who
Me ita follows: Daniel Dunn. Dan-
iel Galloway, Michael Hacks. Mich-
ael Lovins. Kent MoCuiston, Glen
McCutston, Donnie Pages. Larry
R 'bens. Teddy Rogna, Don Rob-
ertscn. Larry Tidwell. Mark Wood.
Bonny Big:. Craig Calhoun, Billy
Oarroii. Jackie Cochran. 'Kenneth
Carey. Snminy Patman, Jackie
a.rgroe. Wayne Roberta. Pat
Scott Pat Taylor, Roger Wilson.
B chard Treas. Dale Bury, Mark
ounnuarh Int Kenny Hale. Donald
slirn.s. acme Morgan. Jerry Riley.
lIbp Starts. Steve Weatherford,
mu Woods, Fticky Young. John
it nan, Joe Oeurin. Tommy
cacii, Mac Coltman. Max Henry.
en Higgins. Joey Ferguson, and
rn Adams
Keith Koos pint state FFA
. prasenteci the boys with
rererpins
. Prorate Cooper gave • report on
supervised farming committee
Illi ma decided that the three sen-
ior officers would enter the Gout-
Sty-Journal FFA contest It was
sgitip decided to participate in the
bU festival at the hargreands and
late three ingots for the hay
'Woe
Mayor lionnes Zhu will speak
at the Fir* Methodist Church at
the Sunday Deeming Service at '1:00
o'clock. He-will speak on "The
Church's Mtnietry To The City".
1 ha is the third in a series on
-The Church And The Commun-
ity " There will be special music
by the Men's Choir, directed by
Paul Shahan.
The other speakers to be heard
in the series are R L. Cooper on
"The Church And Public Welfare"
and Find Schultz on "The Church's
Ministry To The Schools"
According to the minister, the
Rev Yloyd W. Ramer. "the public





Shirley Lynn Lassiter. 8 year old
daughter of Mr. and MIS. Dan Las-
titer of Logan, West Vu, was killed
instantly in a car accident near
Central City, Kentucky. at 2:00
pm Friday
Kr Lamar was taken to the
hospital in Greeneville, Ky. where
he IA reported to have a dislocated
shoulder and a alight coincuasion.
Mrs Lasater and an older daugh-
ter. Ann were not injured.
The Wilily was returning to their
haute in Logan, after visiting their
mother and grasdnitaber, Mrs.
Rupert tatenter of Route Live, Mur-
ray
Gene Cathey Dies
At 7 : 00 Last
The Murray High Tigers travelled
to Paducah-lag night and punct-
ured the Blue Tornado of Tilgh-
man High School. dropping the
vaunted Tornado 28 to 2 The Mur-
ray defensive unit denied the
Tilghman squad a single point.
Tilghman got two points against
the Murray offense when they
smothered Murray in the end zone
with leas than two minutes left in
the first half.
The Tigers made it a complete
victory last night, posting the 26-2
victory and also winnirig in the
statistics department.
Murray High pasted a touchdown
in each of the four quarters last
night Steve Doran made good two
of ha four extra point attempts.
Murray's first wore came with
6.44 le* In the first quarter The
game opened with Doran running
the Tilghman kickoff back to his
own 49 yard line Doran then took
it to the 44 and Steve West and
Doran moved to the Tilghman 3/
yard Ime.
Bag Steve unleased a peas to
Arnim Wilkins who pulled it in
on the Tilghman 22 yard line for
the second fir* down of the game.
Doran and Steve West moved to
the Tilgrunan 9 for ar.cxher first
down After three attempts to move
the ball it rested on the Tilghthan
10 On the next play Stew Doran
passed to capable ark. Sprung*
ftw the MX, Wm pert tier* try
✓
aged.' ,
Murray secnnd score came in the
second quarter Tilghman had
!punted out of trouble after fall-
ing to gain aminat the Arong
1Murray defense With the ball an
' the Murray M yard line, Murray
I
Nightip.a. to Junmy Wilktns as the
Steve Dos-on sending a tremendous
Hih g went for the bet bomb with
illertanan 40 taut line. Willem
I Gene Godley, one of Murray's
most metier young Wetness Mein.
eisocuribeti bet night at 700 p m
after being in the leurraaCallowilet
Comity Hompltal mince last Sunday.
His death aterlbute to piptenon-
,a and complintbions
Citthey was only 33 years of age.
He entered the, MOW Min Sunday
with pneumonia and coMplications
Mt is which caused his death.
• He was very popular among young
people whom he coaled in as.
tet or another for years. Me end-
game barn alloreay Hiatt &hod
at MO. While in high ached he
played baraetball and football and
wee very active In other areas
After ateenterm Murray Slate Cot.
bate, he casched basketball end
taught at New 4:braced High School
for eight mans He fettered the total
buttress was. Mom he and Clyde
Roberts took over the Omer Farm
haunince oompany here.
He still kept ails lend in" sports
1Wwever. ocaohtng in the iocal rime-
hell Asecciation and biting • hand
In almost any venture which led
young people Mho aporta. He wee
divictor of the "Pont, Pais and
Kirk" content which Is sponsored
by Parker Mutant
Clathey is survived by hie wife
Mrs Marilyn Walker Cathay; his
mother Mrs Hata Getter one
daughter MIA Suren: two eons
Moab, mil Mike. three Ottani idts.
Hobby Toon. Ws Etel weichart
Gene nelhey
ci
and Mrs. Elva Bailey of Maryland:
one brother J W Cathay of alkeri.
pm: and his mother arid father-tn.
bow Mr. anti Mrs Johnny Walter of
Thamet Boulatarti His son Monty
Is • Ledger and Three carrier.
He was • member of the Plrut
Baptist Church where the furor*
will be held on &undue at 3 30 'nth
Dr H C Chats. Rev Hoyt Owen
and Rev. John Header officisting.
BIMINI wall be In the Murray Me-
morial Oertierat cerneteel.




Final rites for Tonle Clertion of
Puryear. Tem. will be held at
the Mt Pleasant Methodist Church
Sunday at two pin_ with Rev
Charles Fennell and Rev. Charles
Yancey of f Cita Mg
Cayton. M. died eudidenly at has
home Thunallay rimht. Survivors
Include his Wife. Estella. daughter,
Mrs. latelle Wilton of Eureka. Mo.,
two sons. TriOUS of Parts. Tenn.,
and Charlie of Warren, Mich. six
brothers. Mx grandchildren, and one
great grandchild.
The pollbearers will be Larry,
Johnnie. Don. and Tommy Clayton,
P'rctidle lamtharn. and Frank Can-
ady
Burial will be in the church
cemetery with the arrangerneraa by
the Miller Funeral Home of Hazel
where friends May Dal.
Triplet Daughters
Die Early Today
The triplet datedaters of Mr. end
Ma. Franklin Burkeen of Manna
mute five died this morning. They
were born at 6:46 *, en ant one vats
born dead and the other ten died
thorny .tter birth
Eitirvivors are a brother: rend-
parents Mr and Mrs. Harold Elkins
at Murray route five; Mire Pommy
Weeideireord; anal enandperonte
Mr and Mrs. Perry Ailleititen it
Mew Concord.
The J. H. Churchill Funeral MOM!
he lin charge however arrangements
are incomplete.
tripped the rest of the journey for
a 79 yard run -pare TD piny to give
the Tigers an advantage f 12 to 0
over Tilghman with 6:17 left in
the half D011111.6 eras point was
good to make tt 13 to 0
irk Dunn. with a bad ankle,
played a tremendous game as did
Allen OunnIngtsam and Duke Do-
Bobby Emerson, Weatherly, Wil-
kins. all armed to heat the Torna-
do and cause them to punt out of
trouble time and satin
Murray's blocking was good last
night. elk/wing the ball carriers to
rack up the yardage
With lea'. than two minutes In
the half Murray fumbled the bell
on their own goal line after Tilgh-
man led punted to the Murray 4
Tilghman mothered the ball car-
rier in Murray a end sone to give
them a gaiety Tins put the Score
at 132
The Tiger's third quarter wore
came with 3:21 left in the quarter.
After Murray had received a Tilgh-
man punt on their own 20. Doran
and Eddie Wet moved lo the Mur-
ray 38 for a first down Doran pois-
ed to Sprunger to the Tilghman 25
yard tine then Doran went to the
20 Doran and Eddie West went to
the Tilghman 13 where Steve hit
Sprunger with a short pass for the
TD, bringing the score to 19 to 2.
The extra point try failed
A fumble recovered by Rada
West on the Murray 30. in the final
quarter started the Tigers on their
final touchdown drive Steve West,
Eden. West and Doran ripped off
yardage and first downs, eating up
the clock
When Eddie Weal intercepted the
fumble the clock showed that seven
and one-half minutes remained in
the game With Murray's bail ClIM-
trot gurne, they retained it urea
only 46 seconds remained In the
game.
Working the ball down the field
to the Tilghman 4 vard line Sprun-
g* took the ball and mated to
Steve Doran who nand in the end
axle. for the TD. Doran's extra
point attempt was good and Mur-
ray had the ball game at 25 to 2
with only 48 second% left
After the Murray kickoff Tilgh-
man went to the air In a desper-
ate *tempt to wore, but the game
ended on a note which had re-
sounded throughout the genie, with
Zddie Wed intercepting the paw
train quarterback Bogard.
That's the way it went for Tilgh-
man last night. their pules were
Intercepted. fulublft recovered, and
runs stopped. The Murray offense
was geard to play ball and they
did The Murray defense was geard
to stop Tilghman and they did
NA that It was just too much
Tiger for the Tornado of 'high-
MWL
Arlo Sprunger intercepted two of
the Tilghman passes and Steve
Doran intercepted ncther Eddie
West intercepted still another
Bobby Campbell played perhaps
has beet game of the year as he
participated in tackle alter tackle




First Lighlignant Johnny D. Par-
cae who is Mewing the Arne after
three years of honorable services
on October 16 ma the Intelligence...,
officer for the battalion.
The taitalien he lies been MeV-
ing with is the 4th 1118L Dn, :-
Arty, Duncanville. Tizit fa
ha the. Dalias-rett Agleam
The group mettles &Mime
mama many air attacks. tiding
Nilte-Herrulas guided mnailes
;ground to an, The defense is sthe
of the 36 different ARADCOM
tenses threughtait the UMW!
States ARADOOM Army Defense
Command, is • part of the NOM-
AD ;North American Air Defense
Parker is the son of Mr. and Mr&
Johnny Palter of Muria" UM*
Five and is married to the former
Mite this. &wester of Mr. and
Mrs M. C. Mks He is a graduate
of Murray Mob School and remis-
ed his BR, degree from Murray
Stale Clotkrge where he was a
member of the Pt Kappa Alpha fro-
terntty
After his release f ram the &PT -
Vice Parker will he working for
Use Southern Bell Telepiwine Com-
pany in Louteville where he and
last wife will reside
Letter to the Editor
Dear Jim:
The light bulb saie conducted by
the Lions Club on Tuesday night,
October 12. was highly succeseful.
We are grateful to you he Ihe
fine cooperation and publicity
which tour paper rave to this
event An effort was made to con-
tact every house In Murray and
we exprem our deep appreciation
to the citizens of Murray for the
wonderful acceptance of this an-
nual sale and the reception of the
Lions at aril' door
it is the airn and Intention of the
Lions Club to serve our commun-
ity and render aatintance where
needed Providing wastes and eye
care ts the foremost protect. to-
gether with dental health and
numerous other Individual and
communi ty services
Recently our (-nub joined with
the Lions of Kent picky in • hang
ranting effort for the construction
of the Kentucky Lions Five Re-
remit Trotterge In be located M
Louisville and ousting 91.400.000.
Upon completion it will be gaffed
and mainlined by the Iftveggity
of -Louisville School of Madam
for research te combat the Mel
rate of increase in blindness. II mat
of 10 eases reaniting _from causes
unknown. This will be aa• of the
nation's major eve centers and the
only one of its kind between BaJil-
more and St. Louis. Our pirtiCipa-
non in this project. however, wIll
In no way curtail our service to
this community.
Again. the Lions Chit extremes
grateful appreciation to you and
the cititens of Murray few the Mc-
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The Calloway Timm, and The
the West Kentuckian, January
JAMBS C WILLIAMS, PUBLISdiER
-sigererve the right to repot say Advertising. Letters to the-Editor,
elitablic Voice items winch, in our cionion, are not for the best in-
so our readers.
AL REPRESENTATIVES WALLACE WITMER 00., 15011
Ave Memphis, Teen.; TIM& & Lite Bldg, New York, N.Y.;
Bldg Detroit, Muth
tlire7-Z the Post Office, Murray. Keorltr-XY, for transmistion as
Second CUM Matter.
W11PTION RAT: By Carrier to Murray, per week 20e, perNM In Calloway aandadlosoing counties, per yeer, $4 50, else-6.00.
At "The Chthilasidiag chic Asset al • C.ammustry is the
lategrtly sie Newmpegrar-
SATURDAY — OCTOBER 16, litia
Quotes From The News
wy UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
I WASHINGTON -- Rep Arnold Olsen (D -Mont.), indicat-
±rthe Houpe would accept a watered down Senate-approved
nment entpolyes pay-raise bill
-We would rather give the civil servants something rather
nothing -
lac 
. ROCHESTER, Minn — Rep Albert H. Quie (FL-Minn.),
a king an administration proposal for a teacher corps to
ir‘rit in poverty areas. -, ,
r
CU the federal comnussioner can control the recruiting,
selecrion and enrollment of teachers, he can have a vast in -
fl rice on what is being taught"
. SAIGON — Actress Mary Martin, ending her 10-day tour
eottVietliam with the road company of "Hello, Dolly!".
l "I wish we could have stayed longer. I wish we could have
dgrie more."
KEY WIT, Pa. — Cuban refugee Jesus Alcon Gonsales,
rlbing his feelings whet, he saw the Cuban patrt,1 vessel
rig his boat, turn back toward HIMMEL




'Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER • TIEERS PIKS
WilLiam Kverett Btillogton. age 71, passed away at his
halm on KIrltsey Boole two. The funeral will be held at Mt
Hebron Methodist Church
The 56th annual session of the Blood River Baptist As-
sociation will be held at the Sinking Spring Baptist Church
October 19-20. T. G. Shelton, Galen Hargrove, and Harry
Hampesher will plan the program
Major Joseph 0 Compton, Jr. of Murray Is attendtng
Junior School at the Marine Corps Schools at Quaatico, Va
The entire student bodies of the city and county schools
will be guests of the Music Department of the Murray Worn-
an's Club when they present the Murray College Symphony
C!theictra In a concert especially designed for school children
ot all grades at the college auditorium
20 Years Ago This Week
LEDGER • TIMES FILE
vop
1.
TUB LIDOS* TIMES — "MUM ILINTVCIL
the A ittillIN4C
by United Fres latentational
Tina) is Saturday. Oct 16, the
1111111 day of 1016 s ith 76 to fol-
ios
The moon is approaching its lesst
mrter
The wisertung star a Jupiter.
The evening stars are Mars. Vi-
sad bourn
On dos day in history:
In 1$4111, the fare operation with
a muesli under ether anesthimea
was pallOnned at Nimototoamets
Genera Hoestal inNceron. _
In 1859 abontioniet John Ream
staged a raid an Ehrperis
Va He asked a botel, arsenal, fire-
home and X/ townspeople
In 1934, Crane., Communists be-
an their long march to the nohh-
seat where usey *stab/Abed head-
quarters ono panned GO
the attaca apunist Nationalist
China.
Li. 1969. C.8 Army Quer of Staff
George liandsul cued.
---
A thought for the day Roman
empensr Marc klb Aurelius said.
"Recant wearth or potation with
arrogance, and be ready ay_ let it
go"
Local deaths reported were Oscar T Skaggs. well known
*sinew man of Murray. Albert Tom Calhoon of Murray
4oute Two. and W F. lieCalion of the Kirkeey community
, Miss Hobbit See Ott was chosen as Miss Calloway County
to the beauty contest sponsored by the Junior Chamber of
Cornmerre She Is the daughter of Mrs Lavene Orr of West
Main Street.
Mrs. George Hart. governor GU the first district of the
federation of Woman's Clubs, priskied at the 32nd annual
&invention held at the Murray Woman's Club House
Marriages announced this week were Miss Iva Lou Swift.
titf Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Cochran: and Miss Dorothy Janehter of Mr. and Mrs. H. A Swift, to Charles K Cochran,
Shelton,  daughter of Rev and Mrs T 0 Shelton, to James
Carmon Morton
30 Years Ago This Week
LEDGER • TIMES FILE
The actual construction of the William Mason Memorial
Hospital has begun The plant will be completely modern and
tr1/1 be built at an expense of 950.000 on the site of the old
location and the old foundation Is being used
Deaths repoled this week Included Gordon E Head, age
Es. Oscar H Maitland. age 67. Gana Adams. age 57, and Mrs
knuna Rogers, age 79
Sam Boyd Neely, Hazel, a junior at Murray State College,
was selected as Junior editor, and Miss Winifred Keys. Mur-
ray. as faculty editor of the College annual at a conference
of the staff officiaLs
Mr and Mrs A r "Bub" Doran have moved into their
be., itiful new English-type home on the Mayfield Highway
The ne wresidence is one of the prettiest and most modern
in the county
ATTENTION BOYS
An excellent paper route in Murray is
open. We need a good responsible boy
for this route immediately. Qualified
boy can start at once. Please apply in
person at the Ledger & Times office.
Land Transfers
• C Grogan and embers to Roy
Dotson and others; part 011 to
lianekcal amnion Cr Normal Schad
addition.
Claude Thorn and °Users to Guy
Rutland end others. property no
Ahno.enct Vancleave Road,
Galloway County Land Company
to Rudy Jackson and others. lot el
raw Bluff einem Sultdraion.
Buford Hurt to Harold Hurt: lot
an 15th street and Kirkwood Hold
House L Bays to CharterIi YlIf
omega ana others. two late an
Ottlege Van/ addition
Newman cuipersper and ethers to
Owed °artisan and tabors, lots an
Uie licekire Ounarrsoco
Lanese> Shona lac to noreard
8. WIlkint and others, lot on Late.
wed Shores Inc
R. C. Word and others to amass
wanner:eon and others. lot on
Moe sneer_
Calloway Retorts. to Jar liaaber
anO others, in as the Center Ftsige
Subctivirce
Wallace &gem as Leon Ctiamone
arid others, propene in Oatmeal
Ossarky
Cia me Steely and others to Bobo,
C Mornang. WA on Kbenolancl
cbrielon.
Larry Bieck to Mead K Toilers.
kit no EWA. Highway 121
Join Pauli Thomann and others
to Whets Thearipon. int an the
Calloway-De war Road
Oilman* Ware lean and others
to L D Coat. j,. u on U. 8, KW
way MI
L D. C. Jr_ to COreeroo Moore
Erma in an U. S. isiggsowy 641.
Merawy Moore god others te.. Neill
C Brown and ailson, in an Palm
mar Amos Subdishion.
Daman M. Turner to therke
hawarina; property sn Calloway Che.
unity
Leasseedle anel Naahvilles Railroad
Company to ComnxsollaKillt of
Kentucky, property to oodoveay oe.
way.
Homelier:id Developers Inc to &V •
▪ itfibaiii 0 I  1 KisO Sub-
disarm
Wells Overbey to ,lvin Wells
°abbey. property In Oatioway Chi
tasty
Calvin Wails Overbuy to Wells





1 WASHINOTON OA — FrefildintJohiton taa.s two apmiti illiMad —bata Navy uniteriants.
They are Lt. laiseheek Am Chap-
°virtu. 31. of Worcester. Mara , and
Lg. Dorothy DWI. 26. of New Yost
OW. "
Li Chapowieki vr-s assigned to
the White Hou.se chalk in 1961. LI
Don: has Moen ad Reared* gime
lest June after a tour in Guam.
Q The new Federal Homing Aot
a 1965 mho Voteenioe cerium hous-
ing Inoenis under PHA. Does NM
bring to a close the GI lune loin
Program?
A. — The Pectoral Haulms *et of
1965 lati no awneectian with Wm
GI bane loan pogrom what con-
tinuos until January. 1975 for Ka
man Oarilliot caterene and min
July. 1967. for World War II reiter-
ant. The FHA benefits you meat
at are amihtie to time retargets
only alto have not matted them-
waves of the GI lam benthts.
Q. Does the recent closing or
some VA tax lacespitals keen the
number of beds provided for vote r.
ana or the care adnurustored to
veterans?
A -- No The number of beds re-
mains Ate ante sane an equal nunt.1
bar of bens were averted at the. re.1
insinirat 162 VA baspitais for those
Ma through the doting of sax wow,
rnore atsoieta hed3Paabs- There Wkill
be no change _as the extent or mai
lty of hospital one for remora
Q — Row many veterans of the
SpareshArnerican War are boom
trader ? Is malt ceremony phoned
for the "Mat man"?
ROGVIE ON CRITICISM
WASHINGTON -- FBI Di-
rector J. Edgar Homer soya his cm,
fortVanent hod profited by argicami
from the maw
Writing in the current imare at
the 'FBI Law Enforcement Buda-
SWIM mei 'Just criticism tad
been vinegar in heiptotg pollee bet.
Kr sera* the pubbc "
Noting the annual ataervance at
National Nempaper We Oct 10-
116 Hoover said. "Over the years.
his enforcement at tenet hat teen
taken to the editorial woodshed far 1
eta thartonenings and mirstakee We
expect just children We profit by








Foreign Cars a Specialty




A — There are more than 15,000
veterans or the elperathAmerican
War alive today Such a overmany
would ripper to be many yaws
away.
FOGGY sorrow WARNING
WASHTNGTON 141  -- The State
Deportment has warned wouldite
Cuban refugee agawillt a heralkser.
Mewl rush into the United Staten
The movement of Cuban refugees
into the United &stet. wIlictl Cu.
tie Premier Phlet Castro wad he
souk' allow, 'Mould be orderly and
otetqatent with our lews." add the
&lase Dopartresot.
It warned Walla "tasety. doer-
same! wed ossigarosa- sotendas so
aria (Maw to U. & doom. k
reams oars osio siglf ilsoaltwo s-
eem bringing in **taninestent*
refuses. moms oho had oma bassi
presoased Ihneutt dhow cheetnek.
-IF WE DON'T HAVE IT,
WE'LL GET IT"
Lake - Farm - Residential





OCT. 26th & 27th
POUa eialebeillAteeet





tama.11 aparaa Mara ii
aals IM PS demnoa wm. Chia arekhot UNPIN $.iSeaies
For Safety's Sake
KEEP YOUR CAR IN TOP
MECHANICAL CONDITION
AT ALL TIMES








5th At MAIN 80 12th STREET
FOR TIME "vim TEIMPERATVRE




Don't take a chance Have your





SATURDAY -- OCTOBER 16,1965
licELAIN
6th Jig Main Phone 752-9132
Murray, Kentucky
24-Hour Wrecker Service
753-1234 - Night 753-1431
Joe Vic
641 SUPER SHELL SERVICE
"One-Stop Service"
a‘ 611 ",13. - ACTOS3 from Jerry's
Phone 753-9131





We Pickup and Deliver
Tot wiz "IOP 'L'A" S1.5111P*,
, Foe 1" q s - ti nz. 753-911











OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
MON 4th ER - Phone 753-1921
LAWRENCE iERVILE
4th and Elm Streets
"Be Sure With Pure"






ATLAS TIRES and RATTERIF,s
WE GIVE Slat GREEN STAMPS
Harold Maupin, Dealer
Hwy 641 So - Phone 753-9062
Be SAFE-NOT SORRY


















































Talk LitilOaR lb Tints* — NURRAT.
Seven Of The Top 10 Teams Are' Murray Juniors;Defeat Lincoln
Victorious In State Last Night In Thursday Game
The Murray Junior High Team
Wort another coriferenoe mane Thur-
sday by deem** Lincoln Jtinicirs
High et Paducah 33-7.
Playing good all-round football,
the squad pletused Coaches Joe Cart-
wright and Bob Toon. This team
hes previously detained Jean Jun-
Hioe High of Paducah. They hew
Ica wily one game to Brazekon of
Paducah
Don Shelton scored three Much-
demos in yesterdses Woe. 01"
a 60 yard run. Cad Skinner added
One tsIkv an a 20 yard run and John
Mark Hale scored one on • ten
yard run Extra posits were served
by Carl Sic.winee. Dana Gish and
Don Shelton.
Tins group's nest game will be
with Paris. Tenn, in Murray Oc-
tober 21. This ie • non-leaelle game
All seven of this week's top 10
trims on the United Arms Interna-
tional Board et Coadue poll which
nlaYed Friday., night emerged vh.
"orlous--but cite soil be defeated
ton ght. barring a tie
Louisvelle St rated No.
3 this week. • a one touchdown ret-
ort:is tonight over Louts-vibe Male,
ranked No 5 Fkiget, which downed
allerd..fighting Minuil, 19-7 Friday
night ended ISS/914 111401"7 
inn* streak bet osoltend
floret Quartering* Gaud' The
Bomb Brat= sailed watink strices
to Jim Gray in the end zone for
the Braves' - Wept y
Forret now is ranked No. 2. just
bet reid tup-ratiked Hoeskitriville.
which rolled effortlessly over Cald-
well County 25.8 kliday night.
Ninth ranked Thomas Jetteremi
'Ginned Wargener 61-19 in ether
layinyille area tiday
In the Blue Gnu. iihratar Han-
ry Clay continued its winning wir.s,
boosting off Franklin County 47-7.
Owensboro's Red DeAks still are
a power in the northwestern Ken
tiny a-ea Owenstorn's 32-0 de-
feat of Davies, C41111Yr`: Friday night
9robabb holm d ernrin:h them in
•hrir No. 4 dot
ins-thern Kenttrlry, 7th ranked
Harrieen County and No. 8 Fort
Thortras Highlands bcth overcame
opposition as expected Harrison
County throttled Mount Sterling.
38-20. while the Illuebt-da booed Dixie
HMO-as 27-7
Tenth ranked Beihy -nit expecting
little trouble against hinirow I.
night.
•
In other action 110111W $331 1411.11.
Disasters meets Ralsallnilli ila Ode
annual Tobaoco ci
the Iowan County Tobacco lesitvel
at Russellville.
Under-rated MMus& Is mob
Senen for 18th is Moe in the pelt
downed MelfalL Which had been
mopping up non of its recent op.
poesuon. 124.
On the inners at the tap 10.
ranked Newport Catholic plays to-
tient as does Heard, currently No.
13.
Murray. listed 12th this week, over.
whelmed Padlideh nigh:nen 26-2
Prldre men while Maylleld down-
ed hap:ess Made-ramie. 23-13 May-
field etc; rated No 14 this week
In a key southeastern Kentucky




Watches "n MAIN STREET ArtcarvedDiamond Rings •
-
WILSON' USED CARS
Or comrAers Are A Little Better"
Your Choice of Many Makes and Models
— Before You Buy, See Us! —
103 N Seventh Street Phone 753-4841
WALLIS DRUG
Will Be Open This Sunday
for your Drug, Proscription and Sundry Needs
WE WILL BE OLOSED from






but especially in the winter when driv-
ing conditions are hazardous! Put
brakes, exhaust system, steering, etc.,














Owensboro 33 Davies Co 0
Murray 28 Tilghman 2
Piave 10 Minuet 7
Seneca 34 Beenem
T. Jefillertion 61 Waggener 19
Middlesboro 12 Deaths 7
Harrison Co 38 Mt, Sterling 20
Henry Clay 47 Franklin Co 7
Lafayette 211 Bryan Ct.tIon 20
Henderson 77 VIneinna• T
Warren Co. 1.3 Oumberkired Co 0
Hapiespeilla 311 Cikerrell Co. 6
Oliter.eu o
33 llisclisonvine 13
Prthloodnos 47 Millersburg 7
Illsdkpills SI Wastrord co 7
PlessurialMila• 411 Pest sae 12
aredinidellig310Olintry Day 0
Fern Orem 7 Durrett 6
Butler 19 Valley 13
Shawnee 42 Western 0
Westport Road 33 Southern 0
Atherton 7 Owing 6
Danville 13 Corbin 0 ;
Sell Co 26 1.sion Camp 0
Lcodun 31 Pinewilb
Jasmine Co Somerset 0
Tompicingene 21 York. Teem. 7
Stanford 13 Garrard Co 7
Nicholas Co 7 Oeorgetotrn
Andaman Co 20 lianxdsburg 7
Fesakihrt 40 Thtm Civet 0
Olairo 0Mb 7 Union Co 7
Mihnotith 28 we 12
This Co 12 Crittenden Co. II
LaSalle 26 Holmes 7
Bardstown St Joe 34 Lebanon 0
LaRue Co 12 Shelby Co 6
Zinilnente 71 Lincoln Ina 0
11•1•••us S Neseporti •
Pt. ince 33 Ludkiw 0
limn= Co 41 Gnat Co 0
Ronal 19 Paintsvgle 13
Henry Co. 28 asephereiseilla 0
Berea Ss Irvine 0
Lour= 30 Unison Co 20
Pikeville 10 Mkhom City 7
Madison 36 Paris 36
Hamel Cram 34 M. C. Napier 13
Canipbell Co 11 Boons Co. 18
I Boyd 0n SO Rowan Os 4
Cnropbeigertlie 40 Illianife 13
1 Laird ES Owen Co. 0
1Wittunabure 33 Shoo Cant. 13
I
P.-fiernpann 13 Bowan Orden 7
Riceland 46 Planing CO 6
111shiend 77 Diner Heights 7










The Murray Sc,te Thoroughbreds.
Wirt won the:r first Jame cf the
season at Moreleed last Saturday,
will try for a re pea t. pert ormance
before a home c:.owd Saturday n:ght
When they play University of Tenn-
essee. Martin Branch
The game will be Murray's first
With a non-Ohio Valley Conference
team. In the fait four games, the
Ra:ers have been atekettoed out by
East Termesyee 2744. beaten by Au-
stin Peay 23-6, tied 37-17 by Erse
ens, and have wen over 'Morehead
13-12.
TJTM33 is win less in three games
but has performed exceedingly aerial
not to have won. OVC power Mkt-
die Tennessee ineneged only a- Ss.
14 win over the Vols. C4heryloessif
were to Arkansas State and Delta
State.
Racer
the Vole C11121: young club with a
Don Shelion
/pone pas, mr game and a good
scrambling quarterback. "Every UT
MB club we've Wand has been ao- I
greraive and strong on detansE—and
this one Is too." iFileiten mit "I-,
think their not having- vearrmalrell
them' =ere clannerous. perthxdoriN
since they had rather beat is thw
my trim"
Shelton reports the Racers in
high entrits alter thr:r Morehead I
win end says this week's practioe l
has been the best of the year. The
team ts near tap physical condition
with only center Lloyd Harrill
to mien the some. Hen* lI1 1001
knal wenn lesan•rn two siestie
ago. Tackle George Trepans and
inctsaker Neil Harm leasMow-
end tromOnjuries they nieshigt at
alosseestesV -
siurray has never law to 171`14B
In the four-year series, but all but
last year's game have been
Las year they romped to a 3244
victory.
Offensive starters for the Ricers ;
will likely be Jchn Waltman and
Wayne W38on. ends. Jim Bliss arid
Richard Hanprwee, nolcias: Charlie
Mitchell end Cillinef mins guards:
David Bleisly. center; Torrent. gun-
Seebeck; Bryn*. fullback; Terry
Oman. wIngtaak. end Gianni* tail-
back.
Deleruive seartans will be
lillaSery and Jerry Grantham ends:
and George Tnwntri. tack,
Is: Charles Hine. middle cove
Neil Haynes end Dave Pike, Li
Socines; Clyde Adkins and Ilar.
Tanner. comer buena, and It-
Green and Croorn. astety
PlIANKTORT. ICy Sportamen's
dub), of Kentucky ins haVe ale
privies, of taking nac000ns.
&am the Land Between the Lases
Ana provided Ithiar =nib wall
noes and nalulattons outlined by
the Department of PIM end Wild-
tee Resources. has announced.
R4100001r1t swan tram be tiled
for restocking purposes onsi clubs
orterms to partsrpsse Si the harreot
moot that obtain a permit front De-
rairtrner• near nun be speedlad
In the request tor the permit The
overslept:ton as seit by the ginoles.
beagle on October 23 and Mil con-
tinue theough Nowerner 8, e.
108 airwisys
roaming ore the rulers, ae out-
tired es Arnold MlitisiL director
of the Madam of cams Mame-
mem Clarest must be taken &Nee
orol °oh in 267MS* hours and no
does nay be used by the hunters:
no dent or den trees am be de-
stroyed or shelled in aericilliff Cr sac-
m. Only climbers may be used
and squeelera. pea, fire rod al other
macho:is are Siegel AU Femora par- ,
tialpitina 311w Wing of Cr ru-
mors must hasp a hunting license.;
Hunters Wald Mit in and check
out at Cr offices of the Land Se-
tweet Cr Lakes. at Golden Pend,
Ky.
NUCLEAR TREMORS?
WAJMITNOTON Ittel — The linked
neaten and Sepecien have remount
adlinic stomas ',Alit couid mew a
Soviet ntiolear explosion, pill:ably
inalentround
'The Atonic Emery/ Cionatekeion
ABC maid Friday the Waning In
"Illcatni a powsibles meteor test Is the




loRESNO, adaf eir — Out
town art *Vern. probed a pop a,
bust of a wr man with George
Washington:a face d ne n red. Mete
and blue mire sculptor Ronald ;
Jensen. oot Prearg Pau- Art Exhibit
Cheatham lint Pat Cheffe rejected
11.
libe =id it "desecrates Cr fate
end the father of our country and r
Il un-Arnernen."
Janina end -no Intunlion to of-
fend %%as involved when I merle it.
It sum .pset er..-t of a ratirc of what
































The Chances Are 1 In 4
That You'll Have An
Accident If You Don't
Know Your Highway Sign
Language.
STOP
Octagon shape, red back-
ground, white lettering. It
means what it says. Corns
to a complete stop and then




Slow down or stop and give





lettering or symbol. Thee*
signs warn you of
conditions ahead, such as
curves, side roads,





Square shape, white back-
ground, black lettering. The,.
signs state traffic regulations,
such as speed limits, turning
and passing restriction, and
others. Heed them.
RAIlLili0+8111)
Round shape, yellow back-
ground, block X and RR.
A railroad crosses the
highway ahead; stop and
make sure the way is clear.
Other signals used are
white cross arms with black
lettering, bells, flashing
lights and gates.
The shape, color and message of these familiar highway
signs are guideposts that protect you and your loved ones.
Ignore them and the chances are one in four that you
or someone close to you will suffer the hurt, the pain, the
scars... the total disability inflicted by traffic accidents.*
Make the decision for safe driving in your favor. the


























So. 2nd Street P.O. Box 281








dos sod Lisle punt they are Me-
Maim to me reef, fseetn:ne dote
iltelneli Abby ben. I Vont a Mien
eeptaleea kisertnewadharnataxrFlcor HmAnicee
DEAR HELENE: Dual worry.
Eves If men ge to to the pow-
dered wigs and *the knee leriedies.
It weal "dismaarelbssime thews am
late. Thew mem with bows sa ibier
toss mop inie flee ow Wear Weft
sad tigers le tie* %amis.
• • •
Men MOW: I ssaIt Inges
eurht atuldren and haw been dn.
orred for two yeses say husband
.111 rne when I was her mallObs
pregnant with my'W ohild I hove
no redness On my husband dot-
won es
' There it this fellow Dann y, whit
mina to mow me. btat I don't
MINK I should her marry again.
All en desire to, sea retaliate are
sane. Mb". It mew mound army.-
leseBeN•ue tor this resew I ass
istra•d I wetted newer make • good
wife
Danny it clean_ honest. bud.
Portal' and be is rery handsoms.
Bel 31 and we are both Protest-
ant He says he ions me Iraq
mutt and doesn't care arma ca*
'wee' part brawler there Is more
to rearrisgs see. and be-
sides. I night dingle
Mitscrukt I marry Danny or should
I go through life single and bring
my children tip alone"
CAN'T LOVE
MAR CAN'T: Marry Denny.
Nee rigkt. The,. Id mere to soy
Tinge Asa sea Mid With • won
i who twee yes aged be dab* is
amen yee and mer St eigMl•
rem yea wog lawn to lave soils.
I le ewe. el wadi he allrleet
rale sel I.
• • •
DEAR MIIRIE: Os. dignaltar hes
been going with • yours man for
• lone time and now be hes asked
to marry her Lam night he told
heershoumthot waa •whe torksons PHItal.A:LurrniarL
r asp
00160111MAD
BIAS 0014CIOXILD: Why an?
ne has hat as mord right by mi-
lers ellt stamps et yes hots by ed-
lesa old Mesa, r,
• '•
DMA Y: 1ag seek I met
the Mien pre I'm ewer seen He
AMMO
Osteher 11
Whamenn Assostedion ef °Wage
Presbyterian Church will meet at
the barns at Mrs Paul Lynn, ISM
Haw: at mght pin
• ' •
The Poretiore Area Homemakers
Club inn have its district meeting






esystste a the gm Grove
Ifelitedet Cher* hoW al OECD-
ber meeting si the laurels
lb, president. Mn Jon Story. I
presided
Mrs Oarl Looknert and Mrs. I
JINN) Arable bid charge ot the ,
meant*. oa, ase theme. 'Me ilth
Aun.versary 6r the Welton's ace-
istr ghosaillan dernee" Also ink-
And Me On the programa was Me
Senders liLLer
Spiciel muse aim tuna' wee given
by the Mean Kelm and Mn Lee
Redden
At the clam of the propmen. cof-
fee end • besuadidd doosolled an-
Otegreary cone were served the
laillebeis and their Wen hinge






it..11110 lioimanwilars Club assit
ks rao lips at Mn Gerald Smith
on Tandby. October 1.2, at one
'Ogle* the afternoon witA the
pendent. Mn David Manny. pre-
sr -zinc
I. Mn hums torttrirt pave Ike
devotion front Psalms 1 1-6 ierepv
Ward' helms were toren tot WO.
Obruid SSnsLL
Mr& PronidIn lissehrog and Mn
Jona Imes ome a very tritanstIng
,esion on -tlelentIon of Ftaralturn
Refrellbrnents aere served to the
eleven members and one now mm-
ber Mn Jonei.
The tie* meettng *II be held
November with • potluck lunch
et 11 a.m. and regidsr mestuur at
OM pm_ in the hone of Mrs Jerry
. . .
Airs. Brandon ,
()N t us Homo For
tinsensalters .1Iee1
Mrs Will Brandon opened her
home tor the meeting of the South
Asenant GOO* Homemakers Club
held hlowtksy. October 11. at one
o ine sibernoion
The presided. Mn Dennis Boyd
hillecied tbe isteselog end Mrs
WO gave the dcmour..
tress Pasaira 1:1-4 ‘erth payer
We MOO* airiderkn Plena •i •
men le alloodlog
the college.
Km Wilds Orr gave the le,.
an the -Selection of Furniture
°snowy County Judge Robee
o Miller grog peeled and *Mel
to Lrie grasp about the pro,
onnaarasoo Iota of government
be voted on Ir the /,cn ember elf.. •
likshoteng iv my Mtn,
I wen meter. to tLe .of gra Illtoodloo so vitro bat
Ms sad 1 Mr
Barbara Barret Pornerty of blur
ray, now of Virginia, made pietuna,
in lie Pm.
Refroderients were served by tato
hndella la Ur else emOnbere I.-
fits voisors. Mn
Ildos/go Issocion, Itro. Pear
!snow, and Mrs Ann Nays airs
/of anissoma was hack Liter a
lerie Wenn
The meet ommaing wilt be hekt
at the ham, of Mrs Milford Orr
grain sward tits .Nlb Conn A
nen* of sow are solgtied to A
Ceitalr. prox.ct and they lin sr -1•1.
mot bye together. Weill. these
get awful lonesome. and I Iri,
like to get a Job dohs; sornet:
ni that mine Job Corm. tee •"
oar thaw don't taihe Dela I
my CIO ONO I gat home ta -
mope I tyro probabby ne•fr r
see trio guy again. I didn't get ' •
teat wane. bra I save ban
room. address sad telephone nu
her.
Why doesn't ilie IPPRI'arr''
Prig lihni up for hessettling , 'I,.
some asta t • a the guys won't be
se loomosel
liREE A Dry
DEAR MKT: I soomeghlee with
yes. Toe feel Me a proopeetor
okra mole Jose dropped deed
goo soww there's pal Is *see
MIS. bet yew jest aigi id to It
Oar" hal irbi• wen sign eo to
were sod Wm et* days Intl.
Owe borer, why, we kis fent take
has word for K.
• • •
Problene, Write In Abby. Box
erlie LAA1 •••••••311, alef rOf •
penned rend encicee a stamped
*If -add redid inw•qope.
• • •
Hato to write WNW Send
dollar to Abby. Hoz 110700. Lion
Angeles, Oalif far Habra booklet, I
Wee Weellemo de • eh Mir MY -wow ?I A•1111,111 LOWS,* PM
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Prestirtrrsan 01sur.721 mo Wednes-
day menu*. October 13 au :he
=salt the president !stra.Neil hood. prerai.:-.4
-Aldus Clow li Knit- we. the
byest ne
:11271/0243. Rev and.ln Cecil





' go* an the Wilect "Now
Pa ie.
vac: of the execut,ie Ward
United Church Women was
by Mrs Ian Crawford
Burnett, ;editor of Use
woo in charge of the Rios-
in Box offering dectiostion
pr =ser men Mrs Roy









M4 }aa.rd Crualr.e wen* gar
ttoiss4 for the seeding of Circle LEL
of ttle W000m's Kuakaahry ttacia.
a, tie Pirst lupus' Churcb INA
faraday Oc.....,ber 12, at reine-thirty
o•c_oWi .n the rooming
The pray-nun abatrean. We
tre.1 Otria.es eartmed by We M-
t= pry presented the proms=
o :Abe therm My Quireti Seeing
sr..1 Doing"
lith Ginty', circle Chnifunin
preatect Prayers were led by Mrs
PcA Keys Mrs T W Crawford.
• Ciarva Ostlin. and Mra OU-
tains
Tea imebers and one new mem-
te- We R L Hoed= isito bas
ret urned otter & ear us nano.
use present and were served tea '
by Mrs Outline bete the meeting
• • •
PLASONALS
Mr and Mn W A Cheinatiors
ot Dezzot Mott_ an waling her
Mn Ivan Outland. her bro-
ther Prue Leasitar. hie lb&
ter 1js II 0 littler. and litati
hare Wont Ileadoiph acmes-
panne her moan boss Laileelle
to bearlowe. Oklahoma. Mr a shit




aueFannie 1Willueme of May-
ne Wm is well mown in Mur-
ra in the, Vstrearbili nenistal.
. Tenn, obese lie ender-





ler end Mn Jahn L. Wilhelm ammeoce Ins anpagionent and at-
Winching wierissite of Bonnie to Dads Lee
Jones, eon of Mr and Mrs Chelan I. Jews of Many 'tome Pour
klas Williams ii • IOU graduate d Werra Rah Rchroi and is a
freemen at httirrey State College
ldr Jones attended Calloway County Ash lidaMI and is 'twesently
empioned at the General Tire and laul•hor. Plant in Meefteld
The wedding will be solecnrused so May. Ilisnmalor 11. ea Mr
o'clock to the ~sane at the Ping Method* Churek Morrew. No
formal iniegbations are beano sent and all telsoda and relsettes sob in-
to
! letTir,tgo% •
Cry Of The Sexes!
‘1iii \ an Itureti
DILAR MST: bik a am whet
type of ease be lass ben and
nine ast cd Is. wti y. ̀ One ma
Stefeelnine ippe Bak. I agree
i I that wen= shodd look like
1110 whet n hinoperdnigto
ear met Wilk Mode /mg te&-
JOHN HOLIDAY SAYS:
By Special Request





Adults ____ 11.75 — Chiantis (under 12) _
LARGE VARIETY . . . AND ALL YOU CAN RAT
At
HOLIDAY INN OF MURRAY





Located On So. 12th Street - Murray, Kentucky
Open House Will Be On Sunday Afternoon
October 17, 1965 -2 to 5 p.m.
YOUR ATTENDANCE WILL BE WELCOKR













Rote Yourself On These Typical
Winter Driving Situations
1,41
A 111oriesionellhill malperiar iftet.latriire moderate trains
going et e reesonabie speed. You round. curve and suddenly your car
starts to skid. What clayey do?
11 1. Skim sit'. Wolin as hael a yea eery Is slop Woos you 1*
something.
L 2. Turn year whisk in the direction of the skid and step on the gas.
L 3. Turn your wheals in the direction of the skid, kisop your foot Off
this aceolorator, push in the dutch or leave the lemonsissaan in drive
range end pump the brakes lightly.
I. You Pun up to s step fight in the curls lane where mew is piled up.
The Nght changes arid you stop WI the gas but your tivhiaris hint spin.
What do you de?
• 1. Gun he meter se the wheels will iGg down to send ground.
:7 2. Put the tremornienen in second or drive and movie out slowly. rock-
ing the cot back and forth from forward to reverse if noesssary to got
netted.
E 3. Let most of the air out of the rear tires and accelerate hard to break
through.
C. You are driving horns ham with, it is getting dark and bogbliting I.
snow. What pm/aunt/es should you Mho?
1. Leek ahead for possible dangers arid be prepared to act qukkly.
2. therlure speed and turn on your lights.
- 3. Us. w,ndshield wipers, defroster and a windshield scraper to hoop
wins and mirrors door of ice, snow and alingsamition.
Answars:
A-3. Cesarean, any skid depends on mainteWrig rains friction
between your tires and the road surface,. 0 the hit spins or If the
brakes Ls& you lose all contra.
15-2. Spinning the wheels or lotting air out of year tires wilt only bury
the car deeper and maks it impeesibie to get out without the old
of a wrecker.
C-1, 2 and 3. All of these are common sense safel 
dust
yperautlens that
will greatly multiply your chances of avoiding mishaps 
Is bed weather cenditiens.
Noe yourstolf ono poke for oath gerostIon amwerid correct/y.
3 Paints-You are a "Winter Driving Pre"; precise your geed driving
habits and watch out for the ether guy.
2 Points—You have a morginal chant* of eurvhfhig the winter without
• trot& ealderr no careful!
1 Point—fee your own astray and that of your loved ens, too lel
mediate Gellert te re...et Aso foul% In your &Nino hrildts„

















.31 2 Main Street
PHONE 753-3415
"It Does Make A Difference


























































TRE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KERTIICKT 'TAGS FIVE
How To Mold.• • •
.r
• 4 OUT OF 5 ACCIDENTS *70W0FsALLIINJURIES
Two-car collisions cause these . . . • 40% OF ALL FATALES
All two-car crashes start in one of these situations





You're following another car he a stream of
traffic and the driver ahead stops suddenly.
defense
stay alert. Expect the driver ahead of you to
brake at any time without warning or
apparent reason.
stay ahead of the situation. Watch as fat 
ahead as you can for obstacles that may
cause a sudden stop.
stay back. Allow on interval of one car
length for each 10 m.p.h. of speed; more on
wet -or icy pavement.
atifsaoserseraaTaerres-Azs...a.stesei_
d. start stopping sooner. When you know you
have to stop, slow down gradually. 
1/4
.vehidt biohn d
A car Is fogowing you dee* mod you slew
down suddenly for a turn %althea* viaming.
defense
a. stop nnoethly. A gradual stop gives Ms
following driver ms to react and spine
to stop.
b. signal. Signal your intentions well befog*
you slow or stop.
c. keep dear. Some drivors are bump's...chows(
slow down eland encolmago them to papaw.
________________
(72i 0• ..
3.meeting a vehicle Alli.vehicle at
Yes apples& Olt imisssection and haw**
right-of-way, boo a car sr the side used irons
the signal or slop ale&
You drift into the oncoming traffic lone, or
start a loft turn in front of traffic, or on
approaching driver crosses the center line into
your kale.
defense
a. stay right. Den't crowd the center line; if on
oncoming driver 'Fossils it, worn him with
your horn or lights.
b. watch out for curves. Slow down for curves
and stay on your own side of the rood.
t.. let traffic dear. When making a left turn,
keep your wheels straight ahead and wait




1 Another driver passes and cuts back sharply in
front of you, or the driver neat to you changes .1
'lanes without warning,
defense
a. help out. Help the other driver paw and
protect yourself; slow down if he needs
more room to gel back in.
b. check the rear. On& the rear view mimes
and glance beds, then signal and make
your turn.
keep right. Keep to the tight Inapt lawn
passing or naming; get in the pew
lane for a turn.
d. check, then mew. Don't nese astaislods.
ing space to leek hr 1h4810:11dore A
kook before you mom •
Wait lientue‘ ky Rural Electric Cooperative
defense
a. be p•ipmad. litimach each intensifiers
with year feet AI dr gas and poised over
the brake pedal.
b. look both ways. took first to the left and
then to the sight to make sure Indic is
dear at every intersection.
c. don't ffght it. You have the right-of-way
only wise.% it is info. regardless of stop IlliPKW
or the law.
1.41/014/0104.
ll'aa Owe to pass and that Sams Ion mom to
get back in, or the as behind yariees aided
so pass at the same time.
dense
a. be sure. Know your cerescapekdan what
be doubt, don't pass.
jba, tfivadt the Mai% Waver poll cot to pose
anima you're sum someono.bebind yew INN
doing the same thing.
fa, give warning. Sound veer %masa yea
lights to dart die darer abead.k
gat back in. Return to yeur Ione as seen ,



























Network Programs .%Iso On
Jackson Channel 7 and
-Cape Girardeau Channel LI
Mask et Oct. 16-0e1. 28









311:10 Andy of Mayberry
30:30 Dick lain Deice
11:60 Lowe at Lite
6:25 Robert Theit News
I1:110 Search for IS:marrow
11'45 The Guiding Light
P. M. MONDAY THROUGII
FRIDAY. AFTERNOON
12:00 The Wand At Nom
12:05 Oki nine Singing Comention
12-30 As The World Turns
1:00 Password
1:30 Home Party
2:00 lb Ted Truth
2:35 Doug Edwards Nees
2:30 Edge of Night
3:80 Secret Storm
2:311 Lloyd Thaxion Show
4:00 Big Show
Mon "Wagon Train"
The. "hillbcomba Love" •
Wed, 'Mow Go Lucky"
Thr. 'The LIP& Savage"
psi The Nisrater"





710 add& Hill Varela. Show
111111 Berile said Amide
CIO Mnosesse Tuxedo
5:00 Mighty WY*
11.30 Inus die Lionhearted
1010 Ina mal Jerry
311:30orsi4 Draw McGraw
Paelefe Parte














Ian droosiday Big Nowa
110:111 Dant, Warebar
1010 Tried hs intro





TED Slosh* Thee In Dior
7:30 II IL IPS= Report
8111 Lan Clamery Churn
5111 Illawaera Alas
tile Maw Or Laying
WM Osamu Three









be Death Mew Dago
CM Las& (Oiler)
III My Pareorthe (Oda,
710 Rd Suilliven Mow
810 Perry Mom
0:410 Candid owners
910 What's Mir Line
10 CO Sunday Noes
10:15 Reda, Weather
10:30 Woods Is Waters






111:311 Thiry In Rportis
6:1111 lb Pi The Trudh
7:80 I've Oot A Secret
7:30 Lowy Show (Dobai
CM Anal Griffith icoice
aisre Movie of the Week
10:1.4 lig News
10-30 Rader Weather







6:30 Trim In Sparta
6:35 Ebooll
7:00 idersheil Mks
1:30 Rod anion (Odor)
6'30 glignag or the Promident
11:00 0M1 Mearria
CIO CMS Ileparie











41:30 Today In Sports
6:311 lost In ellwee
13111 Beverly Mlitelhea (Coke)
8:00 Green Acme iCoicirr
6:30 Dick Van Dyke
$.00 My Maar la Barbra
1018 Ilse Big News
10:15 Radar Weather
10:30 Today In Sports
10:30 Rawhide











7:30My 'Three Sons •
11 IMP Thratlay night Endo
101011111,151g
10 16 Radar Weather
10 10 Today In Sports
10 30 Jodi Green Show
10:36 Milian Dollar Movie (Odor)






610 RIM. Mad Week
▪ Horponle Beres (Oolor)
6:1116 Omar Pleg MEC (Color)
LEI floodint Broduni
9:011 antarrelFelopie
15:00 The as Nowa
10:16 Rader Wenn
10:30 Today In Spores
10:30 rims of the 50%
12- 15 Night MID
1 16 Sign OW
Channel 6-WPSD-TV
NBC
Network Programs Ale* Oa
Nashville Channel 4
Week of Oct 16-Oet 12









11.38 Lib nig Pug Office
11:86 NBC Day Report
P. M. MONDAY THEOCGII
FRIDAY. AFTERNOON
2E80 Nom nine barker
12:16 Pastor
12:30 Let's MiaJoe Dail 'Color)
/2.81 MEC Mem
110 Mamma et Tnab
IN 1--
210 Iirithor Wield
2.10 Tat Dant fim (Coke)
3:1111 Main Owns iOalori
3:36 NBC Adlornoon Report
3:36 Lore neat Bob
4:88 Penn
430 dd. Wad Cr 54
6311 Th.) Dobie Onlis
4:30 (Pre.) Dance Party to 1 30








718,ditip Or few Par
710 NEMO
010Ifue ait
ale MOW Mahone (001620
LSO Ondirraer (Oder)
910 Ards. E1.6
MEP Dennis ass Menace
10-20 Puri
1.1:00 Its Flea Last
11:39 Mohair*
12:0 NM 11
12:30 Winona sit Us Movies
10 latmetiolink Club
315 Studits IIIIMEng




1110 Oat. Na at the Movies
1038 News
10:411 Weekend at the Movies
SUNDAY
Out 17
7:00 Pain for maw




O * Sacred Mort
11 80 This is the Life
10 30 The Answer
11 00 Papaya
11 30 PIS 6 .
12 00 Meet the Pres
12 30 Prontiers of Teeth
•
1 00 Wild ICinedom
1 30 Collette Bowl
2 00 AFL
5 00 Porter N'acner
5 30 The Capitol
6:30 Wonderftd World of Color
(Color
7:30 Boinded (Ccdcri
8 00 Bonanza tColor)
9:00 The Wackteat Slap in the
Army
10:00 Niews. Weather Sparta




7:00 Jahn Forsythe Show (Color)
7:30 Dr. Kilkaire iColor
8 00 Perry' Como
9.00 Ron For Your life (Color
10:00 Nom picture




6.30 My /fattier the Car (Color)
700 Please Don't Eat the Dais-
ies lOokr)
7:30 Dr. Haase (Co)
LAO TueedeefitIght litorFeirdireil
10:00 News Picture
10:15 Tonight Show iColor)
PM WEDNESDAY EVENING
Oct. IS
6 30 Eagle in • Cage
8:00 Bob Mope Theatre (Coke)
9:00 I Spy (Color)
10:00 Ness Pkture
10 15 Accent
10 45 Tuned show (ark.)
PM THURSDAY EVENING
Oct. 21
11 -30 Daniel Boone (Coke
7:30 Laredo (Color)
11 -30 Mona Idiciatigrec (Color)
••00 Dori Marlin eCtilor)
10:00 News Picture


















Network Programs Also On
Harrisburg Channel 3
Week re Oct. 16-Oct. 22






6:30 'Rai Philips Show
730 Sgt Priam of the Yukon
1:110 Summon
6:311 'The Wallow Mouse Olt*
010 Raeogisr gloom
WOO The Vasa Met
11:00 Doom Read Mow
11:30 leather Krems Best




130 A Time For LAB
1:56 News Par Women
:N General Hospital
2:30 21w Yams Mireieds
300 Never Tho Yams










6 46 Nam. TIMetable Bible
7 00 Manners Anniartie
7 30 Oren Ocrokb Qv.
1130 Annie Oakley
9 00 Sheramilmeo






12 -30 American EandOnind
1.30 Highsay Patrol '
2 00 TIMOR Wee
2 SO Championship Bowling
3 03 The BOP Warn Shiloh
4 00 Wide World of ig•xl•
11:2* Al Star Wiggling




6:30 Lend of Jere Sanwa
IS 00 Main Prom Shenarriosh
10 10 atandra
11:00 Hollywoad Shack Special
SUNDAY
Oct 17
6 -40 Nowt. Woa., Tbarstable. Ss
I 50 Cattail Ibl$Gre
rri
7:00 God Is The Sewer
8:00 Jake Has and The IrOprials
10:00 TV Ompol 11M1





12:00 Oral Roberta ,
12:30 Issues and Amgen
1:00 U. T. Football
2.00 Travel Time
2:30 The Flintstonee
3 00 Range Rider






















6 30 12 O'Cloolt High
7 30 Cheyenne
8 30 The Farmer's Daughter
Coior -

































Orme it Harriet 1Color)
Patty Duke
Oldest •Color)
The Big Valley (Color)

















9:00 Jimmy Demo Show
a0111115KENTUCKY1411FONIIM Mhit
TV CAMEOS: Rich/re/ X. Slattery
SATURDAY - OCTOPER 18, 1985
They Won't Let Him Out of Uniform
Ey ED MISUital
UNIFORMS have played a
key role in the career of rigged
Richard X. Slattery. The tall,
broad - shouldered, freckle-faced
actor as the first to admit at.
"I was a cop on the New
York City police force when I
became en an actor, ' he related
In New York recently. "My first
rule in television was playing
a police lieutenant on The Ver-
dict Is Years. Neat, I played a
police captain on that show. My
first acting on the West Coast
In 1962 was in the role of an
Army sergeant in the Gliflarst
Mrs series which ran for 26
episodes. Now' I'm playing Capt.
Morton, skipper of the U.S.S.
Reluctant. in NBC's new series
Mr. Roberts.
The storyline, according to
Dick, is different from the one
people remember in Thomas 0.
Heggen's famous World War 1.1
novel, and from the long run-
ning play and movie which
came later.
-They are just keeping the
main characters-Roberts, En-
sign Pulver, Doc, and the cap-
tain- and involving them In a
variety of httmorbus Wenn' TR
the different episodes,' he ex-
platned. "The role I play is
similar to the martinet played
by Jimmy Cagney in dm movie.
But they are making me more
• • •
do," related Dick. "1 went into
MOST of the action in Mr. 
Roberts is being filmed on the 
the Akmartment in early 1947.





Brothers which was used in the This inriisdsd a maitismoses
1955 movie. It coat $31.006 to stint on the vice squad. Then
renovate the half shrp on the
studio stage. The original cost 
one of my friends suggested
if the big prop ten years ago 
that I try to get a job at the
WWI 641.000, and It would run
more than twice that figure to
reproduce it today. Exterior
Mooting with palm trees and
similar Pacific foliage is done
on oho of the back lots.
ellif His present role marks Slat-tery's seventh year as an actor
New York born, he graduated
from All Hal-loom High School
In the Bronx in 1942. For a
short time he attended Fordham
University on a track and foot-
ball scholarship. Then he en-
listed lit the Air Force and be. In doing this. Dick conned
came a cadet. After getting his and borrowed camera emaimmet
wings he served as a lieutenant from Alm companies. "This
for two and a half years in brought we into contact with
the Pacific area. Following his , people in stow business." be
discharge. he der, tel to join attri•-ii. "and before long I began
As laugh Captain Morten in Mt. Rediens, Richard X. Slattery
looks askance at Steve Hamien. The girl Is levedy Pewees,
sympathetic, so that I win be
••
the police force. to moonlight frurn my regular
more believable over a lung TV
series run. 
My father was a policeman. Job, both on TV and at the
. so it was the natural thing to
Police Academy where they
trained recruits.
• • •
"IT- WAS a nice detail. so I
applied and was accepted. At
the lire I had no aspirations to.,
be an actor. Part of my pit
caned for roe to put on sketches
and playlets for the recruits to
Instruct them in proper police
procedures. These ran any-
where front Ave minutes to a
half hour. In addition, we made
mauling films in the City Col-
lege auditorium"
Ellackfriars Theater off Broad-
way. By 19511, I realised that
I was stealing a lot of time
from my police work and asked
for a year's leave of absence.
It was granted, arid I never re-
turned to the police force."
• • •
SINCE that time. Slattery has
racked -4) TV credit , on such
shows as Ourosasoke. Hai Stop.
The Gres* Atie-eNtrore, Krolt
Searle sae Theater, The Ls's-
tenon; and lekt colt Hoar.
-After I began appearing reg-
ularly in Colima Mrs ' he said
with A smile, "I received a good
nit or mail troni my '
dies in the Police Dep.,.
meet of which was unquotable '
When be isn't working on Mr.
Rober:s. Dick can be found with
his wife and their Ave children
at his home In North Hollywood
Is the San Fernando Valley.
"It's • completely different life
from the one we lived M New
York." he mid. "It's a lot
slower and more informal, but
I like it
Dratria.t.4 by Ken Fiera... Brad....
Several Unusual Attractions Will Appear On
TV Next Week; Perry Como, Ike, Hall Of Fame
By JACK GAYER
NEW 'YORE 0 - The belevidon
netwartor ea provide • number of
=au* etwactions nem week
NBC ham the assoon's first 'Tha-
nes& ara of Pass" drama the la
turn of "Wild X.thpiam: Perry Cto-
mo's the fine steer of die 1153Mai
and Me asie01111i premiere cif 'NBC's
Sports in Adam."
Former Preakrent Levied 13 as-
anhoaer will be internewed on A.
The CRS contribution alit Sr a 00.
minute special on the 1964 presiding--
1AI elewMilarn arid • repeat of an
celebrated Barbra Stressno rip06.
ml of Ma MINIM
Highlight details Oct 1720
Sonny
The Natinnal Football bream
schedule on CMS starts with Dallas.
Cleveiand, Philladelphia-New YorE
St. LorisPillabongh and Hattanart.
Washingew biome by Orion nog
.DetraM OlingoAtinneasa and
• Pranol000lme Antrim
ABC's "Issues end Annoyers WI
awe dormer Preeeklent Ichenhasser
drecuesing the present Mounted"-
dont rherretic sod foreign inlinas
end his new bcak "Wileint Freda."
The American letritban League
schedtde an NBC starts with the
Ben Dinroacistan mime. followed to
fluffeimICareres Qty arel
Denver
historatiat Merlin Perkins beans
another WIC as with his "WM
Hiniedio" ants The capture 06
reptile. Mad • anuntrin Len feat.
ore RalOh lbeaukh the Sonora,"
filmed In Millemat Sonora Defeat.
Walt Dinners NBC hour Is devot-
ee ao an trigniggror MOM 'Thad
of the White libal---.'darns win
the rescue of Austria's famed Ling.
ran hareem train Vienna during
World War IT, first of two parts.
"Devil on her Shoulder" on NBC's
-Bonanza" Linda dee Oartwridds
belting a iornan who faces drat
after being ammo! of being a MU*
ABC's "Ilie Sunday Nteht Mee-
le" screens 'Journey to thr Center
of are Meth: Ourring Pat Boom
end James *man
lloaday
-rhe floe of Perry °moos t.
hour variety shows of the read.=
aid be us NBC. prrompUns AMIF
Warms' Mow Singer !Isom Anise
Is gust star
The 'lien Cam" Ode on ABC Is
"What To Her b Plato?" an is
Awed young •;1001•11 nriLhOut fund/
or friends is unable to Nan author-
unborn for the Gots and aid die
needs.
'11th Town Per &de" on NBC's
"Rim For Your Lae Hero Brom
tisocienes • handy mimeo in a small
bourn for aer repairs.
Steve 1AWIPATA1Cell variety hour on
NBC Is devoted to country mimic
with such talent as 'Odds Arnold.
Onaitipa Jonas, Wrist Pearl and
Jardsmaltris. Oov Prank 0 Cle-
ment at Tionaose via sipper 'Iles
Is a show pcmtpaned Men Oct 4
"Dr. Kliciare" on NBC starts a
lacrimal sequel drrna vAth Janus
Daly and Barbara Rush as pant
*MA In the rotes of a fkunboYant
screen hero end his wife
NBC's "Tuesday Night at the Mo.
Mee" screens "The Savage," sker-
rthei Charlton Heston.
"The Mebane of the President!
1004" Is • 90-minute special on CBS
dealing with the Jahrion0aiderater
race a year ago Much of the Inn
was mpechity shot for tha premien.
“Pettlociat Junollon" and "CBS Re.
pits" are proreMbed
-The Puetire" or. ABC has
"Three Cheers Far Little Boy Blue-
ts Mikis EMMA tars • )ab as
datitteur to & T300011 and data Is
volved In the IritregUtos of • mama
town.
Wedireeday
'The find of Nis semon's "NMI
inert Hal of Plara" dnrena splash
on NBC Is a 90-minute rdlandal
video May owned -Elio* In a Cage'
It rah with the final Innehres of
Moorman on 10 Herm. Trevor
Howard ;nos the deposed monies
"Lost in Spam" an CBS straws an
episode in atlas the Ftataniono are
visited at their space merely by •
Tess astronaut who got. kat 15
years earlier
Bab Hope's emend variety mote
of the season takes up the "Chrys
let Theater" time on NBC.
: The -My Mane Is Parelbere sat-
tal ta repeated on CBS. preernpUng
Danny Kaye's show hem Strokanda
program received meny raarlirris rat-
er na fir* shovieng bug masion.
The attempted essesoisuition of
Mexican polltileim •TtIghtrosire
in the Sun" an ABC'e "Amos Butte.
Ser_ret Allard" setts Burke an Me
trial of the outman
Thunday
Hedy Isaias' Is Us bastes on
Arc's "fiketallg". Performs Saluda
the Dave Chn live, the Kings.
men. Maw Mariestr. Menai HAL
oviay arid Rat =melons.
The -Laredo" edienture on NW!
Is 'Anybody Hare Bann ?" The
ranarra WV kat Mho a trip by •
resourceful young woman.
-The CHB mortar sea Sr 'Oceans
Dean 
11." Marring Prank Sinatra and
Martin 
Robert Gimlet rid Intern Ann-
emirs are glasses an Dean Marten a
NBC vrr.ety hag
Friday
'me federal agass of "The Wild,
Wild Went" on CBS clan with a
band of cutthroats interfering with
bliessolpin River traffic
t4BC11 'lb. Men frarn UNCE"
hie ''The ReADdlete.ors-Atfair." Paw
Naas wts) hated Italy at rare meat
Ina' Ore the quarry or Solo end
lies.
The Jimmy Dorn show an ABC
comes from Illestwille, Tenn. and
es for the cementation at thesery
annoil country made awards.
listorday
NBC's milbeiter toothed sins Is
between Notre Dame and U S C.
"ABC's Wide Wergild of Sports cov-
en Charlotte. N. C.. mato races and
a surf liferioing tournament at
Montauk. Long Mint
"MD MeadeEs Aelion" babe is
ispgrapppsea Illeh Dralialwaide•
toe III** oar ism for modified
4.41. arm.
Cssiedles ild Wyss Is boa as
ABCs, "tailhar. Parebruara












IF you ton, you'll reduce
your odds of being inured
in a traffic occident this year
by one-Iftird."
•
Six and a half worlds is
all tfre time it takes to bring
the two ersds of on auto
seat bolt together around
your waist.
Don't Be Foolish!
If You HAVE Seat Belts.
l'SE THEM!
They can and DO wore live*
every day! se. EVERY time
you drive, we year *eat belt.
and















































































SATURDAY - OCTOBER 16, 196 5
FOR SALF
NEILD wytouairr IKON, post. rail-
ing. carport. patio or Nat w.leting?
Pree estimates Bee High Adana








t13 miles from tourt Square
on Concord Road o
Phone 710-24N) tine
ARPILle and lee tuu can be
beautiful if you Inc Blue Deere
Rent elect .e .ttahtnuaer 0-18-C
12 (WAGE EICUIZELE Sarre: Ste-
vens shot gun .n -nee shape also
410 Allot gun fo.- sale 21 inch gas
range ideal for uns:1 apartment
?S3-1413 _after_ 1.00 pm TM
&MILE HOME. Hick.. 8' e 38' 2-
bedroom. iery good condition Chin
be men at Golden Pond Motel




other everKreene Call 753-301..
0-111C
SWEET POTATOES CXer
tile Please being your container
Cooper Jonas, Phone 347.4471. Junes
Mae. Tann. 0-16.0
!91,4 BUTCH Super Exreilent run-




excenent back nowt,. Pee at Starks
Neirduere. 0-20C
NEW THRIIIEDROOlot trick on
Sha Wa Dme by owner. Two full
bathe. two-cur enrage large kit
dose to oollege campy's. This houne
vaau31. Pinsesson with deed Own
be seen try appointment. Oall 78$-
6116. 0-18-C
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE. 10' x 31:1'
room tio..taire. Mhte ['Corn and
acre tied poreh, forge yid-e.g.. with
storage spicy, eredwarod floors, well
insulated storm doors met 'endows,
electec hat and air conditioning,
0115 extra large lot. 2,blacin from
' etinool and up town. $71950.00 Phone
759 1716 0-16-P
et NASHUA mobile home
1.81srt) American, two beCrauots. 'nth





Tat LEDOZR & TINES MITIRRAT. 111161TIOCIET
OVERSEAS USA IIMPLOVMENT
All Trades Track Driver to proyect j &EMMA title WANTE
E
engineers. Africa. Europe. Abs.
High adary Elbe paid traveL hous-
ing Mod awe ferreae over 16 Per hour
 for pert lime work. Puller
, . . .
1 cam on 
 
Write .
t r....ko Cui...iand Park, Fla. 3307.i
H-1TP
0/5e. SI_VEN F.0011 house with two
totteloe la good repear. Block from
hospital and one and one-timid
blocks trim tugh school. 811 Vtne. ,
e or call Eel Rickman Phone 753-
0-16-C
SPTNET PIANO BARGAIN: Want-
ed reeponiable porty to take over
'man 'ninthly payments. May be
men locally Write: Grocla Dept.,
264 W Walnut Ky.'
0-15-C
50000 B1 I.; SPACE heater L'eted caw
aremen. good conditecee Phone 753-
4464. IT?
90)4P REAL Lied Dege. thorougnly
'motet and do it all Azu ea.:- Om
doca Phone HcpetinevUle, Sh5.80'71
0-19.P
0
SEE DILL ELECTRIC fur motor
repair. New and used motors for
sale. Located Murray Drive-In l'hea-
ter entrance. Phone 753-2930. TFC1
ahncrytaLux BALM and Sonice.
OM Carlon B. Cherry. phone 75e.
SUS. 0-19-P
NLED.A LEFT-to le that will Watt
Clet. alsinritual 11.t by wheocLag f.
rival tmervico. at Memos-hi Baptist
Church. October :0-17 Hear Rm.
Key Hurt eLmninge, Tueaday thru
?nosy, 7:00 a. in each Ingot 7 9U
p. in. 0-16.0
I WILL NOT BE nen..essitile for
zny aces mule be bristle Kebo
engibel. R. H Kelm. 0-19.1
L. • t• I
1.00Le FOR ONE COLLEGE boy
:tea close to ctilege Call 753-661.1
an.er 5:00 pm. TFC
_
NEW BUILDING on Main Street.
for auto business. Phone 753-3018.
0-19-C
So-s!cw• 0.-sefled
NT= YOUR POODLE copped?
Cad 763-7110 for a proles:worml cut
in )(Air einem* of Myles TPC
W.R. Burnett's Stirring Novel
alhie rkirt
c•ir mitrieiKe-y p.x.ee
Published by arrangement witk lkott Weredith Literary Ageory. Copyright
at liii be Haman, Poona Le. Dieiributed bs King lenturee lerndics.e
CHAPTER 74 linanwrolie We Can
QHORTLI nature •ventrut a ourselves triton the iunsdie
tion
.etter .114 delivered tin ,:en of the court 
It • true that w.
onto maellsoler) inseeengel 
it are now 11.-uut in K ,tucky out
was from Flemengton the -en I voted at the lest
 election in
couititt lawyer demanding that , Cincinnati so it 
a conzidered m)
tie ue there me neet afternoon lega
l rerrod.•nce. More what en
• • • you say to going back to the
I 
nut lawyer e office the Army life
adiratielle • feelings were inla-
id. and tier face showed II,
sure to be shipped West."
the General went on talked
General way violently angry
arie yet enough the mastsc at
time-It to notice that cao Mi
Retnimrtoo was not only get.
With Old General Suthffe
tang quite • we of satistactson
in
out et the onterview out was (--inelftuati 
today- Bo told me
sena ily instil, Hostile Mat that Mulls
 wore "vial coldly
is at nip mild evasive lawyer, 
boogied to N. Mena troubles.
way Now ut i oy Intl. 
ne He talked to Grant about it
te 
was coming it on the open and Grant 
agreed I was lust
ou understand Gen the man they 
needed
mirAt Hugger-
anti Moon . amt. letin
(iouo minting e menus) *v..
ming Indians, they Iv, me 'mu
they ve got some taat oonsea
Always quarter mein& at Wort
_terming* Mayne min 1,
pick up • quarter horse or two
Plenty of them about in Ken
lucky
"What about Mickey Fe.
asked %Ural:elle
rhe Genera, looker- al
blankly "Mtrkey 7 ran. t•
put at stud in the q.
Thought we o tees Inn
charge ol Ureerincourn
viet Mirabelle. ne, en t we In.
animist) ot Mickey
seal .sing .1 an, There wart • tap at the door "Well i lust woodereo
merely repeating the words ot -Wno 
Is IC." Called the Geo- inurnbleel Mtraheile Mel aSter
Mrs Allen t [nought you-d efal
 " monotnt: "You're or 0010.
rather not talk A Itn her t. per 
'Jackson, sir. A telegram tun mane Wouldn't it De a Utile
son rhe interim,* might be • arriv
ed toe 1018. Oanerla" humiliating tor you to De neat
bit painful for troth " 
The Genteel herbed to the an in the races oy Ballard ano
-For me eertainoy, ' snapped dcan t°°n the lawa
laP• from rnbrbs even by the Wham "
the (3.enerai 
Jackson, and unpstiently tore it you .h.mid nave the rine."
'Mrs Allen -thinks that, one "Pen
you? allowing Mirauelie cc ode 
"The noYll waiting for an
that dangerous stallion at the 
answer... said Jackson
Florae show is an indication of 
The General reed the Mien
sage humedly. then turned to
irresponsitillity Which points up
the fact tha you are not 
has daughter. smiling -They
t •
proper guarChan of the welfare
de • minor
"Two your allowing • groom
to take new place after the 
acci-
dent was • deliberste Mow at
correct mew usage rhrtmr,
your purchase of the 
stallion,
Mickey ere* shows your unfi
t -
want me in Washington as soon
as I can get there What do
you say. Mora. Shall we go,"
'Tea.' cried Idirabelle. feel-
ing more and more excited and
with many contradictory and
ambiguous schemer working at
the back of her mind
ne. to manage large .urn. nit The General turned to Jack-
"Tell Arehie we'll be dr1y-
Money inn your continues). e as 
IP°
tO Cincinnati in shout an
the administrator of 
Mirabelli* toll
fortune Ull one is 
twent)-one, hour** Taking • pencil from 
his
ehouio or urovestagated ey t
he Parket 
he desalt, scribbled a
courts 
me.sage OP the back of she
-She also intends to
g to telegram and handed it to lick-
court to gain custody al. Mir
a- Ram 'llatrair Use reply'."
belie wilt can at the court 
p Jaalbal° not/Or:de oemeen4 men Jotturntire
custom ce net own 
father od toirdloltator -Wed. 
51011.discretion 
be removed from the 
Si,.
main lathe? es proved to be 
an You'd 111 0110 bur
ry and pack
"Rut Mockey• or quartet
berme" said the General, after
• moment of thought
"He can hr anything." mato
litirribefte -Resides you, COY kl
give lumping exhibitions rid,
him yourseU Hoyt always won
them in Arizona and you know
you were furious --
"Tea That's true," said M.
General -But Kira. if seen,
an odd thing to take a nuncire•
thoasend dollar horse clear tc
" He hopped tot a 1110:r0
and sat thinking, then he twear
to smile with grim satisfaction
"Ye." tie went on. finally
-the idea has Its merits flit
C.CI eliesub have Um beer -
aad you're right - in Arumens
I certainly did not, and ot ten
putaa ream' nr " He smiled •
pun, and then soddenly Ms fact
nit 'Rut Mire- your' forget
Dag sae thing - Kelly"
'COL no I ra not" atirabell.
said "1 think It would be a tireUnfit person
"Remington," shouted the 
of 4Ant se don't take men tithe her Kelly to see America
General. you mean to tell 
me than • doses dream
• • • narrowly "The rugger` Port
The Oeneral 'emcee at ' eel
she a willing to go to 
court and
blacken the name of net 
own
blood niece • father Mat In 
or-
die to take out on me a 
spite
she been brewing for 
nearly
.wenty years?"
na tailing you no 
such
thing Het only concern 
is the
welfare at Mirabelle And 
if
you want my personal 
°pinkie.
Mrs Allen has a cane
The General went out 
abrupt-
ty Remington sat li
stening in





stay In Washington. the it might be quite a chance ft-Or
evening of theft The Indian country • You mein
General returned to the note, Mount Hall and the swans t"
exhilarated Mirahelle, who had Now they both laughed
heard nothing front Inn father  said 
mirabeije Her „
since bet ore noon. was ha11111 /101110011 was unreadable
'him" in the lattialt rmth at bad add de setae
their Witte fe00111. Now she proposed tak
-Well Kira.- he said. "tt'S all ins mu wont
settled I'm to leave In a week The oasersi 0.00 b"
free I'll only hnve a regiment
but I keep my rnnk Ann listen
FlIA1 night the General 
eit•
to this Hoyt's going Rallarres
reamed the whole matter to going "
Mirabelle Captain Hoyt and Major Rai-




cried "Never:. And 
I'll_tell her omernra u
, gn spn"et'icitinè"n  ,
for Fort jennin" 
Wyoming
 daughter Mere was no dour,:
Territory I'm in command
about It young Mount Kelly
They re relieving Colonel blur-
bad blown up quite a storm foe
on tomorrow She rfalo taI Hoyt was • bachelor; Ballard •
mad'" amen man - with three s
mall
"Listen. Mirk " mod 
the nen- children
prat. "Ignore your aunt 
say -go Ira alt ,jettled‘.• said
nothing I consulted I- vi
re Mimbelle in a troy! 
voter
, . sey cant mei, thr suit.- we rites, an s
ettled Are you hnp
i-in delay It almont i 
definitely latAitreheiter rhino without I be very interr-il int:
iii, Va•101111 feral f 
Penrilentitlei t fre in fleeter hr went; TYE P'fft
ll est.u.k.o by arraitio
inent with Scott 1.11111Olt. ...itistary agapcy. (.1opyriglit a UNA or kkinuun degas /as
himself Where it twft11111 all end
the General ball not the sight
eat notion Rut he liked the
Idea
The vastness of the Amerean
West would take softie of the
arrogance out of the boy -
ahoy* hen that heaven had smil•
eel on pelmet ether than his Ire
lied
"Kelly among the India nn
niumed the Georral ''It
11
"LAMS - Could you use $300
Breuil neede get teed women to call
on meteor haltelners in your awn
neighbortand. Oar not emantkU.
Many of our Putirrettes ore Verne-
lug over $3.00 per hour eernings
Write Bea 782, Mayfield, Ky. or
Phone 387-6038." 0-16-C
-A T "HE MCVIES
Wilt ...Ara-rt.,, itoRTVF-Th







oe '1•1,1. It t. ...yr • a,,',., for
-.1 or fell flaw work.
orr Itm•litio• I11( you It.
lm .'r goon .14 e.M tree golf-
- Tub. Tel..'. ufth oedema/y-
e pelmet' C.A. e.• silvan& T.T.
4 r4rti lobe. h u'
slow Otoriont• en. 0 'XII Morn-. we-
* 14
I hi. I. • tape 141.40,44 4 1.111 •
r•I awl orroutneo • I It C. I
• I`, Ci your lerrieht .1.1001,
eltt.
• quan ft ',lit Ora. litter 6146561.
• 4:1-111.1 itu owth 4.4italt p Monad
Irty for h7htPil ri meld naltIo1.1.
Second.
• 1•••iii.h.'s 5 • o Ili hours FPI Pt/. /•-•
•rraly sail 4.0.•




1.. nun 00 Ors fully 
moth 14.1
awl nieli-i-ininak,
jnie . lii. i •••1 i.tr The, Ito
Pin, err 11011.1teThe iely,/tro •It•
eui ;Ailment interne. in Your '
row end Weis.* raw arm faun
tair to





wAsHINGToN It-pt - The Army
aro Priday It had tented snorers&
MIS' a irrotuld fined scam at the
Marra straoeir sidewinder murals.
Called the "One:areal." the Army
vers'on a tired from a sed.pro-
petal ersord senor-l• 41-3.2 a deism
ed to meted fro:elate trams ageing
low-flying Mere,




mom. 665 - The "Hello. Doily'
troupe starring Mary Martin will
Severn in the 3,000-sent Citeteire.
Mei ben Oat. WA. the U. S. Armr
aosommui toed.






ALGIERS - A meteteng to j
prepare for the aecond Afro-Asean I
Summit Core I vell be hdd
here Oa.' 4, Algerian government
sot': sr said Friday
' t ouirces said antaracbis
freu several of the paritotp.-.Ltng
coLatne, w ii attond the seraion,
assousti the oonfereince -grog is
taill on doubt
SEEN HEAD . . .
1Centinued From Page li
swatilhlei_lelung ruinous, but suellig-
ent, heady career people
We found the.: State 'Troopers ate
inch Cai 1.m' men who tem- naelern
team:wife sophisticattel equiptnent,
itauwitore :n depth and range.
Not fah Lea but they have to stay
In dime prar.icaLy. 031. Skeet has
a rigorous program al physical Lt-
rt.zsts and to this pad year he has
peeked four tons of "Wel:ober" frotn
S..a.e 'Lumen. This it only makes
a nian teal L he is inure
teal g ab„, his oat
12.1712erlY.
The tag rut lf 1.11.1t &ate Troopers I
,r..
1..re not being ad ,et1 fast enough. I
'
Mc toe vehicles are beim registered '
in Keneicky at roe fantastic rate
of 1700 r were. But the ninnber
of troGp..it stays stOtut the siese.
, Drivers are licensed in KentaiekY at
' the rate of 1500 per week. Beg the





Rural aocid.nt.. In Kentucky harm
ed hum 15.018 in 1954 to 29,800, an
me:rakes of 92 see melt Eiut die
number of troupers stays about the
same.
In *UM 1E000 perscrie were injured
an traffic acedents ..fl Kersnicio and
in 1965 Z,000 Were ineured, an he
re:ease of 127 pr. cent tikg the num-
ber of troopens stays about the game.
In 1954 136.-traffac fatalities occurred
in Kentuncs In 1864 911 exesirred,
an increase et 20 per cent. But•the
ntmoer at...goers' sts, , -
21111131e.
Col. Bassett reported that 40 per cent
of male deaths between the ages
cf :5 and 24 neer by traffic az.c-i
dents.
tKentucky has ire than teal( tb
e
needier of Mote Time:yrs es resrm
mended by the Ntt.k:n1 Beaty
C--.::,,.1. It Inakt so though the gov-
ernor end the logligettare had bet-
ter get th the bal d they say they
are doing t23111' is) scan.
CERTAINLY NOT!! YOU'RE
TAXPAYERS!! BUT WE ARE
WORRIED ABOUT A GROUP
OF AlOWTAXPAYERS WHO
















































.to P•rt .n posy
4,2 L•oktng
through
46 Cut of meat
46 R•tan
tabliehment






















































































SO YOU HAVE THE FEELING
I HAVE --THAT WE'VE KNOWN





-‘'wag' . , , .,.,./. I,,,.„1,,n,
77


















TRIM LS9919111 Se TIMES — MIItRAY, KEN'Ist CEA(
Die
SATURDAY --- C.CTOBER 16, 1065
3492 AND STILL GROWING











Nearly EVERYB ODY Reads The Ledger & Times
Listed above are the annual average net paid cir -ulation figures of the daily Ledger and Times
since 1956, which reached a peak on October 1, 1965, of 3,482 subscribers. Calloway County's
population is 20,972, of which over 5.000 are college students. Applying the national average of
4 persons to the family, there are approximately 3700 families in Calloway County not count-
ing the college students. This gives the Ledger and Times an almost 100 per cent saturation of
the city and (minty which represents a large buying market of which Murr ay is the center.
Counting the (oliege students the Ledger and Times gives over 70 per cent coverage and this
coverage is increasing daily. This is all PAID ci rculation. These readers pay for the LEDGER
AND TIMES because they want to read the ne ws published daily in their home-town, home-








THE LEDGER & TIMES





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































cause of serious accidents, w
e
 began suspending































































































 he can. If 
you don't






































































 is not 
to 
worry
about votes. Just d
o









































year thousoAds of Kentucky citizens give









































































































school is slain 
in on
insane 




































concept that every 
life 
is precious.
Yet last year 9
1
1





























































































































































































































 revised Kentucky's Driver Point System





















































































































































littlf boys and girls w
h
o



































































































































of traffic safety a
s
 the lob






























































































































got to have 





















































































































































































 far-reaching program. Corn'


















































































































































































































and keep them alive. W
e



























































lives or the 






 to save their licenses.
While 
it 


































 the course that has to


























magazine supplement con 
be an education















partite° for curing our highway ills, but to inform













































determined to face 


















































rood to death and tragedy.
Studying the Koniucky 
Action Piogtorn ion to rtghti Richard

































































































































































































































































































Engineer, William Galloway, Director, Divishon of























































 miles per hour you travel more than
3
0





























































































































































separated by a 
median.)
4. 














































































































7. (c.) is correct. If you are the stranded motor-












































































lines are used where 
e
 






































 a cause of traffic accidents.
10. 
(b.) is correct. A




































the posted speed limit. Speed limit signs can-




































































 and do not look
directly 
at the oncoming 
lights. After he has





need time to ad



































































































































































































cannot drive during that time.
10. 









story on expressway driving, page 6).
New Uniform Traffic Court Manual





























throughout the State, is scheduled for distribution






































































































































 about as, a result of surveys,
conducted 


















































































































prepared the manual. A





















 found that there w
a
s




















































































































Ivry; court procedures; reqU'ired 
vehicle equip-





































which he must meet to be driving legally.
Set for completion 



























































 It is their responsibility to check
the 
contents of the 







After these legal authorities have checked, and




































manual, urging its 
usage 











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































to drive can 











of Public Safety's w
a
y










































































































































































































































































































































































 .maintains on 8
0























































































 out for 
side roods,




























 not pull traffic tickets
Out 
of a hat, receiving o
 citation 















































































more frequent times and rather than be 'voluntary'













































of us con d
o












































































































































































































































similar offense results 
a suspension 
period of

































































 for every accident, If, over a period
of 
months, pins 



























































more offenses -- 3
 year suspension.


















 officer to prevent the
officer from moking on arr;st for a
 moving hazard-













































































































































also points out that o


























































































































































































































































































































 the best answer. T
h
e
 second ten questions















your car and the car 
in front of you?
































 cot from a 
side street 
pulls out in front of










































 a school or church 
bus 




























































































































































































































































pressway, you should (o.) stop and see if you
con 























































































passed; (b.) you see a :oar coming toward you
in 
the opposite direction; (c.) you think it is
safe.
In 
his earlier years he w
a
s




















































 to a 








































































































































 a car is trying to pass you, speed up so



























cross-way and go bock 

























for Kentucky's traffic safety supplement.











































Today's professional driver - the truck 
driver -
is 
fast becoming the 




car drivers are attempting to


















































































































typical of today's professional driver
is 
Russell 












































































































































































































































































































 at the record.
Trucks 
represent about 









































































































































































































on the premise thatithere is no such thing
as 
on accident. Truck 






















































































































































































drive so that your 










































































































to pass on long grades, by keeping to the
































before, or while driving.
11. 
Don't 












































rules are, for the 
most part, applicable
to the driver of o
 car. But while tips help, n
o
 set
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-.• ArO, if It
a
MUkRAY
Arkansas won over the Univers.ty
of Texas Saturday 71 to 24 We
could just tincture Nat Ryan
Hughes. who is a graduate of
Arkansas, sitnng in front of the
TV wearing hts red Razorback tie,
pulling for the old horns team
- -
Or better still maybe he saw the
game in person Bernard Haney
presented Nat with the red Razor-
back tie when he vas here last
• ek
---
Ineidentally we think we saw Ber-
• nard in the stands. Anyway there
was a fellow with horn rim glasses.
Did you hear about the fellow who
hal on one red sock and one yel-
low sock Said he had another pun'




Dr Josiah Darnall, professor of
music education at Murray State
College will be the guest speaker
at earn pin tonight at a program
at Paducah Junior College
The Murray professor who is pre-
sently involved with instructiona1
niethod.s and materials relating du-
eetiy to music of public school sys-
tems will speak on -1.4uisic Is For
4.1 • Everyone" in the lecture hall of
the Arts Building of the college
A Packicah native anti a graduate
2,1 Tilghman High School. Dr Dar-
niall received his doctorate in music
education from Indiana University
after graduation tram Murray State
College and Use AiMerican Conger-
voices of Munk iiiChicago. IL.
The lecture is sponsored by the





the Murray State-UTMB football
with Henry Mancini, Glenn Miller, and Les
State Band in the Benny Goodman-Gene K






Be Shown At AAUW
Film Meet Tuesday
The movie "Citizen Kane" will i
.2. sh -wn Tueiday. October 19, at
30 p.m. tn :he Iiittle Chapel of ,
Murr: y State College.
The second program in this year's
A.AtTW Film Sertes, the film stirs'
Orson Well.s. Joseph Cctten, Agnes ,
Moorehead and Everett Sloan
A Loaned number of season tick-
Its are still available for the re-
tn a ming seven programs cf the '
1 
sidles, which will includs a Char-
lies Chaplin com ely program and
`T.ie Red Balloon"
, Tickets will be sold Tuesday,
Eistober 19 from nine a.in to three M
p.m in the Student Union Build-
ing Ind at the door for one hour
presetting the movie. Reservations
fur tick:,:s may; be made by calling
Mrs. Helen Roulaton, 762-4485 or
753-2773
•Ctaldren under high school ate
ire admitted free, and student tick-
ets at reduced rates are also avail-
able All tickets may be used for
sevsral admissions to one program
or for a single admission to the
complete series.
Photo by Al-nn
it should be done Miring the halftime at
urday night -Mr. Drums", who has played
Brown, was the soloist With the Murray




Miss Deanna Story daughter of
Mr and Mrs lilitohell Morn Lynn
Grove Road la enrolled In Louis-
iana State University Baton Rouge,
La working toward • Master of
Murex degree She is on • Inoue,
amiatantahip in audio accompany-
04
The Murray girl k studying pia-
no with Dr Jack (Iuerry of the
LIISI Meisel of Man Mandy. _
While In Murray State. Mire





I:special la the Ledger • Timm)
NEW YORK. Oct 11 - How I
Calloway County -a health person-
nel and hompital facilities compare
In quantity with what IS available
,n other corrimurities Is revealed In
R new survey. conducted by the
18 Public Health Service





William Lewis Doran of 1064
Ryan Avenue, Murray succumbed
Sunday at 8 15 aim at the Con-
valescent Division of the Murray-
1Coatinind On Page Mr
Word Received On
Death D. Y. Byars
Word has bias received of the
death of D Y Brits. formerls of
Hazel and Para. Tenn . who died
Saturday afternoon at a hospital
In Cleveland. Ohio. after • linger-
ing illness due to emphysema, Es
WAN about SO years of age.
Byars is survived by his wife,
Mrs J MO Garland Byars of Cleve-
land, who Is • dater of W. -3"' and
Bert Garland and Mrs Flora Cher-
ry of Oilloway County and Bro.
Paul Garland of Dtxon Other sur-
vivors include two daughters. Fre-
drena and Nancy, three ecru, Tom-
ICaslisued On Page Sal
Weetern Kentucky — Madly fold
and mild today through Tuesday
High today in mid ens Low tonight
In low to mid 5th
•••••••••,,,,,••••••••.••••••••••••
has been brought into sharp focus
by the critical situation that is
deveinping in the United States in
the field of health can.
Tor acme years, the supply and
distribution of doctors nurses. tech-
nicians and others have been fail-
ing to keep pace with the changes
In population
Than services will be stretched
even thinner than they are now
when medicare becomes effective
on July 1 1966
The results of the survey have
just been released in a publication
entitled "Health Manpower Source QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
Rook" It is the first midi atuds. ON THE COMMISSION
In nve years It details the medic-al
and dental services available in
etch part of the country
Calloway County is bated with
a total of OS people in the four




The New Concord Parents Club
will see a film on "Modern Math"
at the meeting to be heid Thum-
dad. October 21_at 1.40 pm
A Turkey Shoot vnil be held Sat-
urday Ocinber 23 starting at eight
am on the Carnal Phillips' farm
ass Highsisay 121 The short will
ooratinue on Sunday, Oct ooer 24.
at 1 Mpan Refreshments will be
served
The public is Invited to attend
Mrs. J. I. Hosick
Is Speaker Thursday
For Hazel Women
Mrs .1 I Homick was tta gun*
speaker at the meetarat of the Head
Woman's Club held Thuraday, Oc-
tober 14. at the Woodmen Hail
The Art of Growing Old" was the
theme of her very interest/mg talc.
Mrs Haack It an soave member of
the Murray Woman's Club and Is
also wove an other church and
civic acitinties
Mrs Harold Wilkinson. president,
pretended The club voted to tell can-
isters of came; as a fund mining
project.
Refreshments were served by the
hosanna Mrs thread 00./Iirnore,
Mrs Paul Divillien, Jr . and Mrs Olga




Rev Huron Richerson will de-
Int the nassionary sermon at the
final sedition of the 96th artmlea
session of the Blood River BaptIst
Association to be held Wednesday
at the Memorial Rapti* Church.
Al the Wednesday morning ses-
sion Rev T H Shelton. secretary
of evangelism for Kentucky Bap-
tista, will deliver an address. and
Rev W 0 Lowry pastor of the
New Harmony Church, will deist.r
the doctrinal ormion.
The ramion will sOnveite at the
First Missionary Baptise. Church In
Benton on Tuesday. (ictobe- 19, at
seven p.m The annual sermon will
be delivered by Rey James T Oar-
land. pastor of the rattle Cypress
Church Rev. David D Jackson,
president of the One Baptist
Institute, will also deliver an ad-
drive
The public is cordially invited to
attend all these sessions.
FORM of GOVERNMENT
Question Ft the ce trurniaiaon form
of government a approved in vot-
ers does this new form of on ern-
merit take the place of present
city and county government like
the Metro Oovernment In Nash-
ville and Davidson Chun y. Tennes-
see'
Answer No The city government
remain; Mit as it It with a mayor
and city council The only change
will be in the county goveinrein
of judge and magistrates Tie
county governmint under the corn-
odation form of r•zrvernment will
have a judge aryl thre, comma-
skews.
Letter to the Editor
Dear EMIUM,
I am sick of llt to the few
vocal individuals who ar•e demand-
ing that the United States admit
that she ran TIOt present a de-
fense against communism by with.
from conflict with corn-
As of the arrant time I am not
man-ied. but sir. when I begin to





Thomas P Hughes of 564 North
Fifth Street passed away Sunday
al 11.:50 am at his home He was
7'7 years of age Death was sudden
even though he had been in poor
health for • number of yams.
The deceased is survived by his
wife, Mrs Maude Hughes His four
daughters are Mrs Odell Ivy of
Mayfield Ftoute Six Mrs Charles
Ervader of Birmtnighann
Mrs Oolie D Adana of Farming-
ton. and Mrs Paul Alexander of
Otter lake. Mich
The surnving sora are Charles
of Warren, Mich . James of Wor-
cheater. Mess. Herbert of Murray,
Alton of Goodlettsville Tenki .and
Thomas of Coiumbu_s. Ohio Two
rasters are Mrs Vertu. Armstrong
and Mrs May Broach of Murray
Route Pour and a brother is Gam-
ble Hughes of Murray Route Four
Twenty-dame grendotaldren and
eight great grand:la:Arm also sur-
vive Mr Hughes
He was a member of the Lynn
Grove Methodiat Church
The funeral will be held Tues-
day at two pm at the .1 H Chur-
chill Funeral Home chapel with
Rev John Archer and Bro Henry
Hargis officiating Burial will he-
In the Sinking Spring's Cemetery
with the arrangements by the J




Grave side services were held
Sattarday at three pm at the Mc-
Cutatnn Cemetery for the triplet
daughters of Mr and Mrs Frank-
lin Burkeen of Murray Route Fire
The infant daughters were born
early Saturday morning Survivors
Include then- parents, one brother,
gran nkscipari, Mr and Mrs Harold ,
Elkins and Mrs Pernecy Weather-
ford, and great grarulparents, Mr
and Mrs Perry Alibritten
Bro Gerald Owens officiated at
the funeral service The .1 H
Churchill Funeral- Wane had
charge of the arranannersta
RTA And AARP Will
Hold Call Meeting
The Calloway County Retired
TeachersAssociation and the
American AvoniatIon of Retired
People will have a call meeting at
the Public Library at 7th and Main
Streets on Friday. October 22. at
two p.m according to Leslie R.
Putnam. president
Calloway (busily Judge Robert
O Miller and Galloway CeuntY
Dar Association president Nat Ryan
Hughes a-ill be the guest stnakers
They will dismiss the proposed in‘w
commission form of government for
Calloway County that is to be vot-
ed on in the November election.
Following the program a business
meeting will be held for the elect-
ion of new officers.
The personnel of the library will
serve coffee to the group. All re-






AHTNC, Army Sergeant First
Wilton H lackson. 34. whose
rnsther Mrs Or L Jackson lives
at 506 N Second St. Murray, Ky, .
Is partacipating in a four-week field
trainee exercise at Grafenwohr.
Germany. ending October 28
Janson is undergoing extensive
training in all types of tactical
flange firing during .he day and
light exercise
Sergeant Jackson firing battery
thief in Battery C. Rh Battalion.
40th Artillery. 3d Armored Division
near Hanau. Germany. entered the
Army in May 1960 Re was Let
red at Pea Knox..K.y.
Jackson was graduated in MO
from Douglass High Schooi in Mur-
ray





Duarte 1 of the Kentucky Wel-
fare Amockation. Inc will hold •
dinner meeting at the Village Inn
Friday. October 23. at 6 -30 p.m.
Mrs Uia F Faust executive dir-
ector of KWA, will speak on "Ac-
complishments and Goals of Ken-
tucky Welfare Aasocuiuon".
C Leslie Dawson, Comma:saner
Illoortomic Security, will bring a
menage on "Effective Social Wort
CIn Our hanging Times"
District No 1 Is comprised of
Fulton, Hickman, Graves. Callo-
way. Marshall, Carlisle Ballard.
and McCracken counties
Members of KWA and friends in-
terested in welfare work in West-
ensKentucky are invited. Reserva-
tions can be made by calltni‘ the
Public Assistance cff ice in the Na-
tional Hotel Buntline here in Mur-
ray at 743-1671 or by contacting
Mrs Elizabeth I. Weaver, Hickory
Route One Reservations mutt be
made by Tuesday. October 19.
Funeral For Mrs.
Hart Held Sunday
Funeral services for Mrs Car-
lene Hart of the Spring Creek man
munity were held Sunday at two
pan at the Burns Creek Bapt.st
Church with Rev John Redden
and Rev Roam Pidgin officiating
Mrs Hart, 63, died Friday at
one pm at the Murray-Galloway
County Hompltal after an innr115
of ttree years She was a member
of the Spring Creek Baptist
Church
Survivors were her hictbind. Bill
Hart of Almo Route One, one sis-
ter. Mrs Winfred Hedrieck of St
Louis. Mo . two broth.rs. L J
Ray Cloud of Benton' Routes
Serving as active pallbearers were
Henry Anderson. Rd Jones. Alvis
Smith, Jaitlea Wilfred, Hayden
Morris. and Obis Lee.
Honorary pallb  were
Dwayne Jones Max Bailey Bobby
Watson, Danny Cunningham.
Dwight Wataon, and Bobby Mit-
chell.
Burial was in the Spring creek
oemetery with the arrangernentii by
the Max H Churchill Funeral
Hoene
•  




Mrs Marjorie Shroat Male. As-
sistant Cashier. Bank of Murray.
will attend the 43rd annual con-
vention of the National Association
of Bank-Women Inc in Tulsa.
Okla October 17-21
More than 500 women hank of-
ficers, representing all 50 states,
are expected to attend the five-day
conclave at Tulsa's Mayo Hotel.
Theme of the convention is "An Mrs Luther Dunn was listed as
Adventure in &icemen] Banking.- satisfactory by officials at the
and the program will stress new
and prontabl- ways to market bank
services Mrs Evelyn L. Worley,
NABW president arid vine presi-
dent, Citizens and Southern Nat-
ional Sant. Atlanta. Oa . will pre-
side
Among the featured speakers will
be The Honorable Walter H Judd,
(Cientinaiod on Page In
011ie C. Hall, Calloway ASC
Chairman, Announces Elections
States of nonenees for member-
ship on ASC community commit-
tees goon will be established a:. the
ASOS County Office The present
ASC Committee is making a spec-
ial effort to encourage the greatest
pcesible partieipation of eligible vo-
ters in the- election Any local re-
sident who is eligible to take Part
in an, ASCS farm program may
vote and may hold offIce as a
committeeman regardless of race,
color, creed, or national origin.
011ie C Hall, Chairman.' Cnllo-
any County Agricultural Stabili-
sation and Conservation Commit-
tee, said today that farmers who
are eligible to vote in the com-
mittee elections also have the right
to rittrunat r as candidates for corn-
matee membership any farmer who
is eligible and willing to serve. Such
petitions, each one nominating one
farmer and alined by six or more
elanble voters, may be filed at the
County Office any time before No-
vember 1. 1906 Eligible voters may
New Concord Honor
'Roll Is Announced
The Honor Hoti filr the first s.x
grades of New Concord school ts
as follows
Third grade — Christine Mc-
Minn:tn, Kathy Wesson. Jimmy
Burteen. Linda Douglas. Cindy
Garrison. and Jammy Jarrett
Fourth grade Jamea RowInt
I CostAnsed On Page Sixi
IN HOSPITAL
Miss Robbie Jo Parks is in the
Baptist. Hospital in Nashville af-
ter hawing undergone surgery two
weeks ago. She a in room 6024 at
the hoegagal and would appreciate
memos 'from her friends here
The Raydat Hospital is at 2000
Church Street in Nashville.
SHORTHORN, NOT ANGUS
Pat Scott of Lynn Grove. was
shown with a shorthorn instead of
an Angus In a photograph in the
Ledger and Tines on October 9
Young Scott. • member of the 4-H
Club at Lynn Grove. did inn se-
cond place in the on foot show at
the Reelfoot Packing Company as
Mrs. Luther Dunn Is
Reported Satisfactory
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
this morning She was in lured in
an automobile accident on Poplar
Steent on Saturday
,Irs Dunn driving • 196'7 Buick
2-door hardtop was going east on
Poplar Street and hit the 1960
Ford 2-door wagon. owned by Al-
bert L Watson. 211 South 15th
Street in the rear end as it was
parked on Poplar Street. accord-
ing to Sgt James Witherspoon and
Patrolman Martin Wells of the
Murray Police Degartment.
The Murray woman was report-
ed to have bruises around the ntist
and mouth, according to th• Po-
lice record
Another accident occurred Friday
on the court squire as Ronnie
I Chapman 1415 West Poplar. driv-
ing a 1900 Chevrolet 4-door own-
ed by Pegpe Dillon of the Name
address, was going north on 4th
Street after backing out from qv,
parting place and hit the 1965
Buick 4-door hardtop, owned be
Marie Lassiter of 307 South 13th
Street. as .it was parked in the
parting space. according to figt
James Witherspoon who investi-
gated the accident.
The City Police arrested six per-
sons for public drunkenness over
the weekend arid issued a citation
to one persr.n for running • Kap
' sign.
VISIT IS CANCELLED
The Kentucky Disabled Ex-Ser-
vice Men is Board will not have a
representative in Murray on Octo-
ber 30 as previously scheduled, ac-
cording to a message received from
the board The representative would
nonnalky be at the American Leg-
stated. ion Hall on this Wednesday.
si.gn as many petitions as they
wish.
Additional nominations may be
made by the incumbent ASC com-
munity and county committees
"We want the best men available
to sprye on eine ANC committees."
Chairman Hall declared, -because
the committee system is the back-
bone of farm programs — those
dealing with conservation of soil
and water, as well as the price
support activities for various com-
modities In the last few years. the
farmer-elected committee system—
unique in the history of agricul-
ture — has he,- n studied intensive-




The funeral for Gene Oathey,
one of Murray's most popular
young business men. was held Sun-
day at the First. Baptist Church
with Dr H C Chiles, Rev Hoyt
Owen and Rev John Redden of-
ficiating
Cathey. 33. died Friday at seven
pm at t he Murray-Calloway
Omni" klogittal His untimely
death was due to pneun...inia and
complications.
Stanivors include his wife. Mrs.
Marilyn Walker Oathey: mother.
Mrs Berta Cann': daughter, Mat-
Is Susan, age four, two sons, Mon-
ty and Mike, three sinters, Mts.
Bobby 1.0011 and Mrs Fuel Lock-
hart of Murray, and Mrs. Elva Bai-
ley of Bowie. Mei . brother. J W.
Cothey of Dearborn lidich par-
ents-in-law. Mr isnd Mrs Johnny
Walker
Active pallbearers were Will Ed
Stokes. Robert Olin Jeffrey. Clyde
Roberts. Ben Orman. Rob Ginglita.
Leor. Smith. Dennis Taylor. and
Bill Redcbcit...
Honorary pallbearers were Lee
Warren. district maiden of the
State Tama Inaurance Company,
and the following agents of this
district Tot Wakkan Dot Weldon,
Roy Williams. Lel. Mumbler. Don
Gilmore. J T Pomer. Homer So-
lomon. Curtis McClinton. Edwin
Jordon, Calvin Ramey, and Toni
Edwards
Burial wart In the Murray Me-
morial Gardens with the arrangt-





The Murray Fire Department had
a quiet weekend with no calls be-
ing received Saturday and Sunday
Firemen answered a call Fr clay
at 11:40 pm to a car fire on High-
way 121 South. 002 Was used to
exUnguish the flames
Murray's City Clerk, Stanford Andrus, ( left) receives a $7,695.46 
check, representing
Southern Bell Telephone Company's ad valorem taxes for 1965. 
Presenting the check
Ls R. K Carpenter, Southern Bell's manager here in Murray
Southern Bell's $7,695 45 payment to the city of Murray is p
art of a $4,850,000 tax
bill it is estimated the company will pay to all levels of 
government in Kentucky in 1963.
Carpenter said that his company is most willing to accept 
without question Ltd
fair share of the tax burden in the communities in which it 
serves.
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JAktib C. WILLIAMS, PUSLISHIR
We reserve the Meet to reject any Adeeireland Lotion to the &MacPulaw Vame Otims who*, in Mir maiden, are not for the best in-terest et oar -readers
RATIONAL REPRESENTATIVIS WALLACE 00.. 15fitAesIIMIMhis, Wm; Mee dr Late Beim York, N.Y.;
Stephenson SIdgo Prima, Well' 
Mewed at the Post Mee, Murray. Kentucky, for treromosiort as
Seemad Clem Maar.
PUBSCRIPTiON RATES. By <Owner in tem-rsy, ner we 1M, permanth $ir In 'Canova" and adorning caimans, per your. 114-80. *he- ' in Mr. the beineser biligesnwhere, $11.1110. Maryllead and Peempliegile ,was
finally satin It biter MOM, lee
"MasonolhatonLine-
In MM. Santo& Morse Me Me




itr sad Oevernore Mina
In Sr. essimmes milked Me
formal maarar at Mena than
Ruses Mlles
In 71NR Ma MK • selenneelid lette
d1stSellegeline Me was egined
between Neerlailit Met Memo.
•
wag ugDogg a rings - MURRAY. CIIIITUCKY
Ovelleadias Civic ABM et a Monsunity is the
.thebe ef helorrepoper
MONDAY — ocrosaR 18, 1965
AMINE C.4.111EY
IT *MOM 0411 alabolit that we MOM he Waning an editorial
Sboat 4 TOMBS 41114 who was on 1111s north only thrity-three
years. Gene (Whey never became a business tycoon. He was
/list not that type of man. Csene never ipot a or reached
peat heights in some other nerds.
Gene Cathey reached heights in a held in which many
tatter, and that is the held of human relations. We hardly
Isms a young man today who NUMPles as many iiie-eigle as
Ossie,Calhey did, or who is held in such high esteem as Gene
011121ey
Gene was urseestinong friendly and oapabie. His associa-
tion with the young people at the city and county Will pay
WY:lends to ahem bar years to come.
He was actively engaged in the tourcalog of various
sports from the these he left Murray Slate ,Celeage until tne
untimely death. Only In Me past UM days did he handle a
local football contaet -for Parker Motors involving youngsters.
Murray and Ostioway County sun iii afford to lase young
citizens like Gene Cattle,. he was atom the local bu..iness
scene, the local sports scene, and Most ef all, lie was
to the young people of this community
One would not IMAM that a young man o/ only thirty-
three could make such an Impact en a community However,
Christ was only thirty -three when he died and the impact
that He made changed latdiory.
IMRE TO 4.111.1. • MALT
EVER since the demonsiorations of gee-depression days, bre
enforcement agents have been warning us of the danger
of disorderly gatherings of all sorts
Notable gains have been mark in years past by group
petitions and protasis and their summon has inevitably en,
overfeed subversive tercets scattered Utsoughout our society
to lead Man riots and their leaders have chime inestimatable
hams to oaf way of Ltte
It has now reached Me point that something must be
done if we are to in:Amain our peation of leadership in the
world and coutiout to otter the greatest opportunities to the
greatest seemlier 01 maple
Regardless of the Mistakes we have made In foreign af- I
fairs we have charted our course and there is absolutely no-
Using to men by reversing At IL this point in the struggle
between !reclean and absolute dictatorship and socialism.
At the very time our Defense Department- finds it neeets-
sary lo *screw the draft Verna /or December to the highest
point Mier the a ar in Karea,,Alsaft docisiers and appeasers
are heilltng demonstrations in 100 major cities today In pro-
test ower the administration's policy In South Vietnam
Regardiess of Mow Soisrant one may be. and how much
all Of us deplore the loss of a stogie American boy in the
jungles of Southeast Asia, demeostration.s such as those
called for today multi- be stolilliad
We can think of nothing more depressing to the men
fighting In South Vietnam than the sameful pert ormances
being staged in ever isocireMing number and volume
Former President RiseinhoWer, on his seventy-fifth birth-
day, made a strong appeal to all Americans to support the
Johnson Adnalniatration in its determined policy in South-
east Agia 4$ Is appeal was supported by many top Republican
leaders in speeches celebrating General risenhowees birth
day And former Senator Worry diotheraber said in Hollywood
that he imakress the War man obe won iry Olunisitas If the
present merge is analinsed
President Jam n noornae to blame for the reverses
thot have taken pate Ade is IMPOloillbic for 14)aoiduat our
thelleeratie form Of government and didending it against all
welasies lir is sarry...g out last reiponalallity creditably in
agile of opponents both in and out of his own party, and we
WINISMAIM tom the oraeleiriliiileing support Of saligitallaericans
Itimites row The Ow
IPPIONIM441.1441.141111114111111MMIL
'Sr • 'mamma* —estrite Dirniserratk Leader Mike Mane-
MEL Who 'hopes 'the ns1e call wind up its. session by the
end= were. Prdelaing 'Ohm, it might actually endwile. by thesindi 41 the nionth
CIA11111‘11111.1116 Sit - Mrs ..laan Kurihara Obese hum-
bean is Me di TOUT ineriligenpetin a burning coal Mine hen
‘4111.1 ilitellattaDies prey"
*MAL Rivers (D beak
from a 'Mar -Of Aflat Illiela, 'alsocribing the reaSSIon Of
U S trams Users to 'AidamersetratIons in the -11:13 against talli
country's 'Van liens PAW -
“Alnu3st an the troops I tined to were bitter over these
dernordtrations against them by Americans at home They're
hitter and I'm bitter myself"
brothers in Milwaukee ArctidlOcese to have nothing to do with
MILWAJJKLE Ronidn CothOlic Bishop Roman R At-
planned civil rights boycsift Of "Oboes's*
kiclaki, explaining why he ordered all priests, nuns and
_"As a priest, I tetch respect and authority for the law."
iftide."•00.411Pilara.MANO--.11r--n-a.:., 4.1
.144e illonsawar
Today e btoiday October IS,Me
Met My of lea wash 74 to Mow,
The 'moots approach sta new
phase
The morning star is Jupiter
The everting Mars ate Mars. Ven-
us, sod Moon
A liesugbt he Noe day Thomas
Aqu3311111 111131113 Mingo are
neceisary he & istration a man:
To know what be ought to bebeve.
to know wire he met to dome,
and to know wino he ought to do'
Hog Market
redeem Mate .thirses News Serene
Monday Oct 18 Kentucky Pur-
a:use-Area Hew Market Report In-
abiding 7 Buying Mahone
Reekersted Romper 480 Howl. alre
rows sad Oats aftt to 60c Lower
U 0. 1. 2 and 3 1eb-310 its 822 76-
23.33. Pea U S 1 IMMO in.
1123.50-34 10 U 5 2 and 3 34.5.270
in 101 7642.36 t 8 1. 2 sad 3
180476 in. Oa 00-2100. U S 2 and
3 mem 400400 *as $19 80-31/110. U.
n. 1 and 2 160400 ila 10046.21.00.
Why is port No ti4gt thas year?
The mom to this frequent ques-
tion of ean8UMers LS 171Krigg) osup.
ply and demand"--leser hogs are
being imitated this Year
In 1984 we had avelleble—and
ate-416 pounds of port per pwnal.
libis year, only Se pounds for per-
son is evathlale—enti that's the am
M reason fix the price rime. C3313.
sumers went more pat then their
meet marten have to offer-wet
they're stL1ir to pay for atom they
want.
Why are hogs scarsce7 Hog, prices
were Ni low Mt year that nisaff
fanners went out of the Ma burs
nem Others stayed Ni the buineint
but raised tower pigs this year. sio
fewer hap are befog osseketed.
You may Sieve heard rumors gime
-grunt Owing" a the came of high
pork prices This $ist.last Mar.
Poems ere renew:log Me reduced
amber of in produced din year
and the homemakers' desire he pork
to serve thew famines. In fact,
cam Packers arts Wang money an
pest an mar They =et pay bar
overhead lam etc in addition to
Os actual ma of Me hogs, yot
they stall tram keep pork prices as
low as passible to hoti their own
owners.
As an eraunpie. let's trace a 200
pound he fron the tame the rano
er soli it mai you buy some Mem
• mods Seas Iles bog he your *sot
anselifeet
nenumaer that tags—.. soiree
sad empsionon as heavy for time
INIONAIMe. But the packer mutt buy
mount good Mos to comae of-
Miro* and supply his cutomen
tbe port Me want for Mall
sin So he may pay about $411 far
this MO-pound hog thst's
per MO peewee When doe calla
gum 1,114 m the Isiegrate-Tramfer-Leunek facility at
, Gaps lassally. The by rocket motors are attached, but
inspiseaffetin w solishig here. The facility 1.23 amiss higle
Tale Yews. Ago Today
TIMES FILE
Verne Kyle, general manager of the Murray Manufaetur-
lag Company. was re-elected to the post of Chairman Of the
Happy Valley District. Boy Scouts of America. The election
teak •piaee in the Community House in Benton
Kerrey Ardosui's Club ha_s given the drive for moderril-
allithri Of the Murray Hospital new impetus with a donation
of 411110 The executive board voted the donation at its regu-
lar monthly meeting last Thursday
Dr Walter Blickburn of Murray State will be Moderator
of a panel discussion at a general session of the Kentuely.
Academy of Science at Kentucky State College. Frankfor
November 4
Mr and Mrs Wade Crawford have been visiting their so,
Fred Crawford an dfamily of Toledo. Ohio Prior to going t,
Toledo. the Crawtords, had Just returned from a two week.;
vacation in Florida.
•
slaughtering procoming, meeteureo ,
etc are added. the Mai oast of the
animal may be about $62
However, a pie lessit al pork —
sod tho is an important Isom in
she ellerence bureeen the price
obe packer pays the tamer end
soots you pay tor pork Tim .fier
ortinnaiiy we.gbed MO pounds mis
yield a cameo that weighs shoot
140 pounds wish raises ebe aft
per IM woods to $61 Tad at 30
pounds of tine Is fat—worth onto
about M. so the packer acne/1y has
maw 110 pounds of port for which I
Is s non stout 453 °etas a pound
The packer can price a few cuts,
such es Man. len. and oured awed
Moon. for WOO Men Mu amount
he has asormied in Wee pot. Out
nosy tnene—egfe. del.sinelosolle,
acme se.-MS whalissie ter
much Ms So mikes on tbe mom
expansive cilia Mint be ast at a
level that WO 41abit. as name as
panic Mon Si ellie towage am.
Feely. Itie retina mot Marge
erne* shove Me 11110intat WOO
to 07Air his GOMM of pacarom, la-
bor elsoliiialy, etc. and lesve a
mail margin olgoodt. Maus. teems
for family Onsaleas may oast you
as arms • jpousid.
The pnee of wet at your local
market rallents what you're Meng
tei pay an ardor to arve pork at
your mash Since homemakess mot
mare posit atom Is amilable tees
year. Immo and dement' is 1138




by Ma. I. D. ILirys
Broder and Mrs. Memo RePtess.
stem and eliteli were droner guests
of R D. Key illoundleY•
Mrs Omer Pandora. end Mn.
E24/gle Morris stayed with Mr Thy-
bun Many in the Homiest on Moo
My. Yam= in to ere Mr. ilicety
Sunday afternoon were Mr. end
Mn. P.. D. Key. SO end Mrs. Ow*.
sr Jones Isr and Mrs Herold Hol-
m). Mr.. ad Um. Wade Meney, Mr.
lulu saw einem' Men* and Mrs.
Hernia Raireey.
Mrs. Omer Peseta& venal Mrs.
• D Keg end Ms. hisrsta Pee
ctors Turmas, mailroom
vsuarsSi dr home of Mrs Ells
Ti. Mods) were Mr sod Ma
Omar Psachall. Mr and Mrs. Ralph
Gantoore. Mr mod Mrs Galion H.
Morns. Mrs. Cardin Morns and Mr
and Mrs. L D twee and apedren.
. and Mrs Marra Jenkins and
Mrs. Seals Jenitign eland Moses
Holley and Mrs Marl JeciLMIS 111
We Murray Hoipstal Sunday (tee-
00(Ht.
Mr, ft. na Paschall visited MI5.
R Kr) Wedneklay afternuan
Mrs Lisl000s roodelia. and Mrs.
Oeyon Orr Anted Ms. Das Max.
Wedrindey
It 0 Key merit Tuesday with
Mrs Ma Morns
Sirs Bert* Jenkins, Mrs (Horn
Jolters and Alkw °non Orr Mets-
ped in Pam itasiday and noted
Mr Taykr Holimbln the Hospital
who is nie sersoogy E.
R D Key ancl &MOM Sykes shots
peal in Awis fftsiNdi•
Mr and Mrs to Id Paschall sere
driving to P.S. Tennessee. Friday
sten he Me antral of the wired
The cer ate off Me road flipped
gm once and tended at the side of
the road Hods Mr seid Mn Pm
ehal were rafted to Nobles lima&
There they were retailed orita 8sit-
5May afternoon Mn Peecindi
obeyed in bed this bet seek Visions
to ree them Sunday adternoon moo
Mg. and Mrs ltaMoo Penton and
faintly. Mr and Mrs Albert Cook.
Mr and Mn R 0 Key. Mr and
les. Carnal Boyd. Mr. and Mrs.
eery Pascrilia. Mr and Mrs Mirky
teems and Fircetwe Okras Kamp.
Mr and Mrs R D Key naked
Brother warren Sykes Friday night
Mrs it D Key, Mrs, Olynn Orr.






Is the persistent presence
of silverfish getting you
down' Well get them out
of your house or apart-
ment to STAY out,
GET OUR -FREE
ESTIMATE
We exterminate pests of




LIUMeT GET FM—seillige Ilarkor hardly got haatmud awe Soak tialalaw at NON* he wweldwa onWeildaliedkaillblillne Mg. Mo. with polies ssershen ima.Wm wizen game. • ma. bag, sad are ray metal essailsMa rdilsopy ses absiala its vederiala Photo by Ray Casey.Mums City Rama Ipalitograelber who was acron street
MONDAY — OCTOBER 18,1965
MALLOWY YAMS
end lain !Puna Hooper Imre dro-
ner mem Of Mrs Rath Eileses
Moodig. We all mimed the dam-
fork Saud and MA
Mr. end Mrs Frances Deering Of
Detroit are viaties here Isla Mr.
in Mn. Then Wilma In a Isor
Mr snd Mts. WWI fessetall
anted Mr arid Mn Charles Paw,
dad eird rhea daughter Chestow
Sunday OftertlallIn Eiratber and
MIA \Paden were aim mators it
Oat Pemba! hone Eunday ofMr-
Mr in Mrs Otynn (by, Air
and Mrs Meetem Key Mr said
Mrs. Phones Deerag. ant les.
Orie Wilson vaned Mr _no MIL
Claris Wilson mashy rilltarnicv
▪ Iir;jpj 351 Omega H afievri.
Ilse more ea"
4-Zner go - °Mali Morris Soto
(no.
Cu" P re --v we dorm B&W
cove night ing Under aisle.
Mrs BM foto.- was in Paris,
Terneene, Tueed.v to we Dr. Jones
Mrs Um Pinched is apentans •
few twos with ler end Mrs One
Key.
Mr. and Mn. Telles Orr and boys
Mead Rule Spann Sunday
Mr end Mn. Hugh Panama end
children. egad Mr, sod WIN- BR*
Mato and son Metal Mr. in
One aseleemall Maadre.
Mr. end Ms. toub denangor Of
Wyoming, lierst-Rear lkietards tram
Colombo and Mr Weiner value
Six and tin hush Paseleill Mon-
day
.Mr in Mrs Mum rainier ma-
ed Me. in lece..Isiro Weirs 86t-
unto need
kir and his. Thongs DR.M0611
Mrs Chaffee. Ootbaor said I:Area Oct
Vim di Astli sualiy in
nmovillas -1.1111071haM4t It Tea-
ms • Ow drew tfrs.
Pc or-hetes ( ther vi, ..0`. it-Atilt/ awe
6L- sod Mrs Ludo Maaray and
Odi+41 On. Mr area Mr. Max PcFcvs II















An excellent paper route in Murray is
open. We need a good responsible boy'
for this route immediately. Qualified
boy .an start at once. Please apply lfl




blue anti yams n 'h s sod deisert
for choidrer Blend 2% onor of
I meshed cooked yams with '‘ cupof firmly-melted brown sugar, o
tassp.xm of salt. O teaspoon of
cinnamon, 's teaspoon of ground
Moser ari teaspoon of 'gore 1
lesson poi, fold 111 iso cup of
et^i v rred pecans. Turn In-
to I-quart buttered bakiiff d:sh
Oover w:th 1 portage (12 cinrel
of Omen, a teed pooches. Mewed
and d-amed Bake in 360-dego e
oven 20 ramutes: sprinkle with 1
loos of m:rnature insehmalboes;
bite 10 m.nures Ion-ter Metes 6
Servings.
— - - -
WILSoN'S
AUTO REPAIR




Foreign ears a Specialty
















OCT. 26th & 27th
POUR PORPOGALAMODI
3 PM d S POI SALT
11104O4JTH COLISEUM
isifiMeeiLO TENNESSEE
ALL WORK GUARANTEED *
Never An Extra Charge For One Hour Service
ONE-II On
MARTINRIAG_.East iNde 51 the Siloam —
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Eastern Kentucky Wins 23-0. Professional Football Standings
AFL STANDINGS
Fall Tech Downs Western; Cards - United Press InternationalEastern Division
W. L.
Bur fa io   5 1
Huurtcal 2 3
New York   0 4
Bacton   0 4
Western Division
Team W. L.
Ban Diego  4 0
Oakland   3 2
ICIMM011 City - 3 2
Darner    3 3
Sunday's Results
23 Kansas City 7
13 San Diego 13 ttae)
By United Press International
Eabttern Kentucky finally got, un-
tracked Saturday but it was ano-
ther sad story for Western
Winless atern cloobered Beet
Tennenee 23-0 tor a surprisingly
easy victory.
The Maroons win was paced -17Y
quartaback Larry Mann* and half-
back Heiman Carter. Marmie scor-
ed two touahdowns and Carter pick-
ed up 1.30 yards in 16 carries, In-
eluding a 79-yard touchdown run.
V Tenne.ssee Tech ripped Western
46-6 as quartertaick Tommy Van
Tune completed three touchdown
.trikes to Sammy Scott and ran for
&mother TD.
Western managed only 76 yards
• the ground and could oomplete
tsny 7 at 31 passes II
Dickie Moore eared the lone
Western touchdown on a one-yard
run.
* The Univerldty of Louisville ran
Into- a eingle yang offense with a
daidibilderalleki shotgun pasting al-
ai& Sled tiouldn't copewips as
the Doeslinals dropped • ¶T4.30 de-
to It Carolina. the ifeth-
rested email oo/lege team in the
agetern that. beat us,"
INIAIISAIt AA IlhaRCrostute, • 'not
Well CS/MEW"
in PIM* couch Clarence etasavteh
weal" IIL wen 'one of the Meet beans
we will play all year."
Georgetown continued ueulefeet-
ed. but had to scone all its points
In the final period to beat Prinelpills
Ill. Cuilege 10-6.
The Tierra hekl the Illinois squeal
to only 46 yards rueritrig me a
yards pluming.
In other gams. Andel Puy up-
p ended Morthead 26-31 donate aome
outatanding png ree die WOW
Nike OotefilecL who -_„j
of 41 poem ter 303 wed&
Centre hid an easy UM el it in
depoelne of Hanover 33-14, •
Murray wes andembedlg11111
denim Tennessee Maas NM&
it-7.

















































Individual High 3 Games
Jackie Gilbert  474
Betty Powell  469
Dabber Clarrison  419
Tap Six Averages
decker Gilbert  1311
Betty POWVIS  151
Hobbs Genteen  1311
Betty Boles  130
taisouny Bradford  126
Marilyn Lee  124
- Bobbie Garrison. Longue Sec.
i430K At 75 - This photo of (cornier PresidentSisenhower
uSde for his 75th birthday fWttiber 14
Take advantage of
SIRE POWER!
to improve your herd
a the COOPERATIVE WAY
Thla is your organization - owned entirely by and for
farmers. It serves you at cut. More important It brings you
a breeding *rvice that hu no superior in the aunty et
bona available to you.
A carefully planned XABA breeding program can be the
key to a steady Increase in your production and profits.
'We're here to help you accomplish just that. A phone call
will bring you our new Bull Book and complete details on
the pedigree, performance record and special charactetistice
transmitted by each of these bulls:
• 
• 39 A. I. Proven Sires • 10 Naturally Proven hiss,
• 22 Select Young Sires • 47 Sires In Waiting
• Performance and Progeny Tested Reef Sires
IN ALL DAIRY AND SEEP BREEDS
&Re/Sixes
Cell today for Inform atiorraingir
MARSHALL-CALLOWAY ARTIFICIAL
BREEDING CO-OP, Inc.
J. C. Kemp, Technician
Murray, Ky. Phone 753-29014
versa), will vieit Lotrieville, Middle
Tuners” travels to 'Morehead,
Mummy visite Tennessee Teat East-
ern $ass to Findlay, Ohio, Drake
villa Westlake Kentucky. Centie
la &wallet% Ciesxgetown enter-
tains Concord, W. Va., College and
Central State of Ohio visits unde-



































By United Press International
Eastern Division
Teas W. L.
at. Louis --- 4 1
Cleveland 4 1
New York  3 2
Dina&  2 3
Philadeiptia  2 3
Pittsburgh  0 5













San Pranellioo — 3
Detroit  • 2
Minnesota  2
°imago 2 3
Los Angeles - 1 4
Sunday's Results
Green Bay 31 Detroit 21
Cleveland 23 Dallas 65
St. Louts 20 Pittsburgh 7
Daltnnore 38 miming= 7
New York 35 Philadelphia .17
Chicago 45 Minnesota 37
San Friur-Ssou 46 Los Angeles 21
Sunday's Games
Cleveland at New YOlt
Dallas vs Green Bay at Milwaukee
Detroit at Chicago
Lo• Angeles at Baltimore
Minnesota at Sari Francisco
Pittsburgh at Philadelphia
Washington at St. Louis













1,0U1SVILLE - The five-day
Kentucky weather outlook. Tiles-
Pet, day through Saturday. by the U.S.
1100 Weather Bureau
800 Temperatures will average 8 to 12
.600 deg'-ees above the normal highs of
400 66 to 72 and normal lows of 42 to
400 50 It will clatinue warm until It
000 turns a bit cooler near the week-
000 end
Rainfall will average about a
Pet, quarter of an inch in scattered
Weekend Sports
Sa turd a y
By United Preis International
VIRGINIA WATERS. Eng let -
Gary Player of South Africa de-
feated Peter Thomson of Ale•tralut,
3 and 2, in the final of the 0••cirld
Match Play Golf Tournament.
MINNEAPO• LISZT PAUL ,liet -
Seen Melt signed a two-year con-
tract to manage the American Legg-
ue el...rumen Minnesota Twins.
NEW YORK UPI, - Suckpaser
won the 94th running of the Clam,
pegne Stakes with a time of 1:36
24 fit the mile at Aqueduct nice
track.
NEWMARKET. Eng Iffe - Tar-
qugan. an truth-owned and trained
horse, won the Cambridgeshire
Handicap on which distribution of
an Insh Sweepstakes was bastd.
CHERRY HILL, N J - Steep-
le Jill son the $56,700 Vineland
Handicap at Garden State Park.
Sunday
MO. COW - Denton; reported
that world high lump diamplon
Salm Brunel of Ruda wilt be ride-
lined at least a year becalm of brok-
en leg bones suffered in an amouo.
bile-motorcycle accident.
PACE TRREi
IT'S A DOUBLE PLAY - Minnesota Twins shortstop Zoilo Versalleb hag the dirt at second base, but
becomes the first half of a double play in the first inning of the sixth game by the Las Angeles Dodger,








Young Kentuckians can enjoy a prosperous future in our state if
we act now to build the new roads, schools, parks and health facilities
we need. A lot depends on the Kentucky Bond Issue which we will
all have an opportunity to vote for on November 2nd.
41P0"•'- •
How your"Yes"vote for
the Kentucky Bond Issue
will help you and help
keep Kentucky taxes low •,•,
If the Kentucky Bond Issue is passed on November 2nd it will
entitle our state to take advantage of $685 million in Federal
Matching Funds and money from other sources, so that we can
meet the needs of our state while keeping Kentucky taxes low.
It will enable us to build the primary and secondary roads we
need as well as the new Appalachian and Interstate systems.
We will be able to provide new facilities at our schools, col-
Vote X YES
leges and universities to meet the demand for better education
and job training.
We can provide much needed public health facilities, new
parks, community libraries, child welfare centers.
So let's not miss the boat. This Bond Issue will benefit all parts
of our state, and it requires no increase in taxes. The Kentucky
Better Roads Council.











IhIT I veldt you would
that yam( Waked Sign-
CATO" the pewee of
nen. the sour*. and told her to
keel/ her lovely cats and not to
worry about their harming be new
lastet
I on the mother of six. raving
be ages from Imonths to 16 Iglus
old, and we have newer been *Th-
om cab Not only one cat, but
mane. I have had esta before any
of r m were born. and I
Mien logig after the
Wan slid gone
edbi have sleot with the
tables and hen beers marvelous
of our Sato ever as noch sattigig
PI" ul..ttleTg. VOX 021104
▪ Med Our youngsters have learn-
ed "lithenetteib. Sebum and re-
aponabdity from aw cats I do
think you were Wise to mention
tied all animals (the weeder are
unpredietabie, so one should be
careful nth to expose • tiny infant
to an moral larger than he k.




DEAlt ABBY Your warning to
the expectant mother rat to leave
hir neatens bear ethrotected horn
cats ma go81, as far as it went.
Put It taint ao la enough.
Abby. you shoal have told her
the the expression. .jeltion as a
ant.- a more than just an theses-
Oen It's the MAIL OM& are the
mast jealous. posseseve creatures
on earth We know
We had no children ter the flret
five years of our =meted Wes. WI
he did Mare a Soma ad from
▪ lakte'n Ike five years. -Made
was aur "tenbp " 'Men we had a
reel baby. NedII never forget tie
Gay we Menet ear baby hems
from the iscopliel. You should have
seen Welk He wee positively wild!
neat his boric toned. spat.
Weed Ma teeth aid Max out his
claws Ther, went an for days every
time one of in went near the baby.
PinaLy, we did get beak to make
friends with the Why, but that
first performance lies entsugh
US. We kept oar eye on Me baby
until he was well abbe to protect




DEAR AMT. NO one all ever
tell me that the May of a cat's
taking a baby's breath is an old
wives tale, because this la "tit
happened to me:
We lived in a seoand-story apart-
ment and a mightier doenutaks
had a big 16-pound black oat. OUT
baby was about three months old
Use time. Mg bmband and I
were In the Oblate and the baby
was In her buggy in the hying
room. I thought I heard some ra-
ther strange Muni; matte frorn
the hying room. so my husband
and I went to to take a look. Well,
In awns that cat got into our
phase aglitehow. and there he _-
with be rnouth on the bsby's, and
his bit Mick paws pawing away
on bar sheet and thrcat. The baby
was struggkag to get her breath
and her little face was beet reel
My Masud grabbed the oat and
I grabbed the bahg. I am sure if
we hadn't math *ore in time.
our baby would have been clod.
The is a true story and you mike
Use my MAIM
MRS NELLEE el BROWN
LANCASTER, OHIO
• • •
DEAR ABBY I can tell you a
personal incideru that may help
y•our readers decide whether cats
really do term bataes or not When
I wee • boy of about ten I ran sUll
zone seeing ray. bath aster,was about three months old
se Ohe time. lying on the center of
rier mother's big bed It was a hot
samba day and my mother and I
were bit on the front porch
Ilk mother suddenly deeded to
go in and check OR the baby. an&
1 I teased eking ober her. There
1 *as cat big old oat standing on
„thy bay .ffhtera chest with Mst 
Meath Inbar the baby's as Mr as
he could art it in. My wither grab-
1
bed the oat by the back a Ka seek
Mid threw it on the now Then she
picked up the baby and breathed
her own breath into the thinu
mann until the returned to her-
nia I shell never forget tbs. I
we it nth my own eyes Neediest
to siav ith mother got rid of the
ad and no one in ow' bendy has
ethr kept a cat around since.
T r C (eat )
LAUGHLIN ors. DEL RIO TIM
• • •--_,
Probasies7 lielle to Abby. Box
NM. Ion. daprins. Qild For a
punnet Reply. aim • stamped.
its•-•Adichned envelope.
• • •
Sate to write letters, Send one
dollar to Abby. Box 0700. los
Angeles. Calif . far Abby's booklet,
-HOW TO WHITT unmans Peak
ALL 00011820030"
WNW MB. Ciaitatne—limarlein soldiers carry ifletna-
mass andiron from a Idisords after they were evacuated
from the Sou! It Tints Vathy WU. Mak where a big open-
I the vitt sidtdrisissitsp Illetealds0•1
MONDAY — OCTOBER IS, Illee
•
PATHS WAITING AT CAVI—Ray Baetzold, father of 15-year-
0ld Morrie Bastzold, who became wedged in a cave crevice
In Einckley, about 15 miles south a Cleveland. warts outside •-




The Mettle Bell Hays Circle of
the Women's Society of Ohnsuan
larvae of the First Methockat
Chant met Monday, October 11, at
arthes-thety o'clock In the evening
at the aietal tan or the church.
Presenting the progrern in the
farm of a panel theotaelon on "Wo-
tan In An International Com-
munity" were Miss Kathleen Pat-
terson, program leader. Mrs. Rue
Overlay, Mrs Othrhe Robertson,
end We. Celia Crawford.
A Mir on 'The Wilted Nations"
was Sewn. Dr. Ethel Miller sang
a ranee( ithe -How Great Thou
Art". and the grab 11111311 the song.
"Where Orms the Crowded Ways or
Lire.
Mts. Garnett Jones preside] in
the absence of the chairman, Mrs.
Boron Joey
The hcetemes. Mrs. C L. Star-
borough. Mrs Clifford /deltigni.
and Mrs Katie Ovemeat. served
catalpas refrain:tents to ban pre-
sent.
• • • •
A Ph & Crafts Club
Meets In Home Of
lInffitSph
Mrs. Marra athdollei entertain-
ed IM asimbera of the Ails and
Crabs Chib it her home on Pop-
lar Stria ah Wednesday. October
13 et two-therty o'clock In the st-
tirnrion
The predate* Mrs e B P'ord.
prattled and geve special mesons
aboet Columbia Day and Hallo-
wee. Poems were read strait oath
day
Mrs Nthelaph. tharetary real
the ininolab and caned the roll
elsol/b1 jinn or handwork were
ahoGh. GOMM were drinim for the
Chnses party.
therestaistata at thrice, cake and
coffee with area by Mrs Ran-
delgh. esitated by Mrs Charles
Tahoe" sad Wm Melee- Linn"
Mrs. H. C. Chiles
Hostess For Meet
Circle rlf of the Woman's Mk-
slonary Society of the Pea Baptist
Church mot Tuesday miming at
ntne-thirty o'clock at the lotely
home af Mrs. H. 0. Ocoee on Mat a
street
-My Church - Seemg and Do-
ing' Was the subject of the pro-
gram presented by Mrs. litOgar
Pride
Mila J. M. Linn gave the devo-
tion Prayers were led by Mrs. Ne-
braska Standby and Mrs. E. C.
Jones
Refreshments were served by Mrs.*
chafe to Use eight mambas and
one visitor, Mn. Jones.
• • •
"Mite, star- -g Ulm
anon Wilh
lentils 17, to AM:
Deer tree. M SOO* tbit
Nam, and boyfriend Pre.
David Snow, 21, (try,





-oar COMPACTS Are A TAMP BMW
Your Choice of hinny Makes and *OMB
— Before Van any, Roe Us! —
Hi N seventh Street Phone 758-4111
 ̀ aine
• THE WELL DRESNED WAN TIMM
• at
• THE COLLEGE SHOP







Get Vie Mignon rate en your savings at
Security Federal Savings and Loan Asso-
ciation at 114 East Center Street In Sikes-
ton, shassiari, savings are insured up I.
70MN* bY the Pedersi savings • Leon In-
stentans Clorpiltettion — an seem, of the
Federal Government. Tour savings MI- (.1.iunivr arum,0
mediately available. as pm ire etyma
SAYINliS AIMED BY THE IOTH •
EARN DIVMENDS FROM THEIST
nen, MIT
Weld Utlii adiallatal
ladardealati • a d radial&
stakonall. ••• rat as r ems
dear Aida ., yardor
ID spew year a,...10 oad
Ills ~law
Mr lames V. Bonn. Minnie*
neerrny Peden* erne' & Lean MM.
124 Hue Cotter. &rest, litkeekin, Mo.
























The abbey PTA will have
"Back lie alehoti` Itheht at the
about at '7 36 pelt
Prhe Iberian's Society of Chit
tan Service of the Maras Chapel
Methodbt Church will melt at the
home of bre Jamas Sperm nose-
es. North elth Street. at levee
;LIU.
• • •
The Path Doran Circle of the
TRCS of the Past likehodist
(thumb will meet at the soma hat
a 2 M pin itnt Maim Farmer
end Mrs Oar? Itothuid all be
tames.
• • •
• The Muth Department of the
Murree Woman s Chá ale have a
Eltabr, Irlate Elephant. and Bthe
Sale at the club house from 13
goon to az p.m This well be an
apern house and the members will
=y and sell it tor arrange-and Clitatzthe gth ideas
firm fifty cents to five dellare.
Cbtfee and cookies wig be areal
"the Department the Imre a bas-






ci the First Mrs/roan Church
will meet at 10 an at the church
pirlor A potluck lunctiesn well be
served at althea em.
• • •
Circa I of the Flat Methodist
Mauch WEIC113 will meat in the
WD. ior youth rem at 2:30 p.m.
They will eun the Faith Doran
.0fre1e In the social MB alterwardi
air • kant moan( Cerete I has-
Mtha all he Illethansis Clad!
)1 = Jame bathe and Rath
• • •
The Broths Cram Circle elf the
FUN Methodist Murat WOCIS all
Meet at she home a Mrs Jamb
Othesta lillaktrep Dove. U 7:1111
• • •
The Bertha Sunda School Clem
• lbe Phut Basta Church se
niset di the home of Mrs. effer
*Mee Chew Penn babe sit44,
Fth
• • •
The Suburban Flainernakers ClIth
will meet at the tome of atm Bar-
nard Tears at seven pm.
• • •
Murray - thessibey No le Order
at the :autos for Girls will hoid
51. regula nieettng at the egamoie
at seven p.m.
• • •
The Woman s Missionary Society
of the TVs Baptist Church all
meet at the church at 9 30 am.
•• •
The Coldwater Homemakers Club
viii meet at the home of Mrs.
baba Fuqua at one pin
• • •
Wednesday. October 2111
The Nature's Passe Garden Clkib
will meet at the hame of Mrs. IL
C. Juries at 110 p.m The eirepilde
will be MI arreneement with oin-
Omen on tabie. tree standing and
all animal by Mrs 011ie leireil.
• • •
The Wadeishore Flainernakers
Club will meet at the hethe of Mrs.
Clarence Culver at 1:30 pm.
• • •
T h e Pottertown Plainanthers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs Oat* Cad at 10:30
• • •
The Murray Dupheate Bridge
Club will meet at the Holly Inn
at az .in Passe make reserve-
hone by calleng 153-4002 or 753-
9003
• . .
The Woman's thisitotory Society
of the Memorial g Church
ail hold • meat* tit the church
01 T 30 pm
• • •
Tberalley, Onethar 91
The ARMY. Artnetrong Circle of
the Haat Bathe. Murat WISC3
1411 meat et the home al Mm Mag-
gie Resisell at seven pm leni. Bran
langstoe will have the wogram.
• • •
The &mannish Wesley Circle of
the Para District will meet at the
Goshen Methodist Church at 10 30
M
• • •
Quote!. M. P E 0 Sisterbood
will hold a luncheon meeting at
the home of Mrs Joe Baker Little-
ton. Starve Street. at 11:30 am.
• • •
The Buenas and Professional
Womenb Club will meet at the
Woman's Cbsb House a 6.30 pm.
• • •
Verthane Mismionary ace-
ley of the Olin *Win Chord&
int nine et the eloandi amen
eat
• • •
The loan Deproolaust cif us
CKIYAI, KENTUCKY
Mrs. Noel Smith Is
Hostess For Meet
New Concord Climb
The home of Mrs Noel Smith
was the scene of the =Mai at
the New Concord Hathbekers
Club held Wednesday. Ocean 13,
at one o'clock in the aftarailin.
Mrs Pete Hughes.. Prellithillk pre-
sided and Mrs. Baty 111100111 olive
the desolate The members repeat-
ed The lord's Prayer in arbor
and hfia Meths 01 efts hasp-
pleat people are the busted people
and the unhappiest are the idle."
The abates were read by Mrs.
T ft Mauls IMO cabed the roll
with each member answering with
the house plant the red__admi 
Mrs 0 C &onion rave the bod-
Dnepr note.s.
Mrs. Charlie Stubblaisid and
Kra Curiae Cook gave the Sethi
on "Buying Furniture" They mid
the attest einthurient pad to a
per ain la that your house reflects
you
iffbe bootees. ersistacil by Mn
Richard Janes. served refresh-
ments to the sixteen members and
one visitor, him Barletta Wra-
thee
Mar.., Woman's Ctub all and at
the club house at 2 30 p.m. Me-
teors all be Meschnses Barnett
Merterfteld. 0 C Wells. T C Do-
ran. !Prank firdecenb. Mee Phut
Wiliam Puriom. and F. B. crouch.
• "
Saturday. October 23
The !Otitis Department of the
Dear .kbby . . .
Pros And Cons!
Ibigail Van Buren
DEAR ABM . The letter from
'TIM* dry. a so ridiculous
Met sopose who b PRAT ignor-
ant thnv1 be allowed to rase
cata. let alone children
Fifty years aisp I heard that
Miry about MN ithelothis the breath
out of bablek but I didn't think it
was still being circulated. Hieneatly,
wine pealthi will behave anything!
TI is true, a cat will aeth • warn
nice. so If a at Jumps up into
beers carnage. or crib, arid
snuggles up chose to the baby, It
a °ray to keep warm
Oats love children, aid irould
never lixastionally harm them un-
less prise:Zed.
I bave been acme in animal wel-
fere work for many years, and al-
tal
Iteeper
Murray Women s Club will have its fencere I y
luncheon meetat the club home
at 12 noon litatessai will be Mat- • •
dames Hobert Hornsby, Harlan
/lodges. NI 0 Ingram, R. A. John-
stan. and Miss Lila Oath
• • •
FO n THE COOKIE JAM
Children will hurry home to raid
a cookie Mr full of pommel butter
enkribell onto ,secty add one
5%-auace page (1 cup) a peanut
batter flavor chips to your favorite
baleniit01 000ky recipe or try
the recipe ea the oatmeal peolage.
CO gy the gook
by NNIM MUNN
Eel BAD flmt. Owed Mort
1% tante thim your maks it
yoLir future plena boande t
pow off am ahernentrr.
Do your IOW.
Doer up on the history ef the
farnous Men OM Get
an idea et the geoeftgary 01
caws you'll risk- The back-
ground that books ma supply
will make your travails noun
more rewarding.
Brandi Okt




fiaming Women out • bit.
Read Meiotic acuel• and
biographies to mast the tis-
anes who mode famous the
places you'll vlalL
Thee read travel books and
will help you chart your
suppiy histcrk background 01'
INIIIII•ace you to the people
▪ Illertorns of foreign lands.
alltilleg new books of later-
al te travelers are theme
'The Riesese MUM by Rel.-
mord itrektiary 'Me bet a
goidaleosk In the ono seine
fir at *ord. but there, se
dant that It altil rade the
tom* wine Mind ler Janet
The &utters witty remit-













etabertethe Tate C.'WWII IOC A= Dutch reddens ir Amsterdam tor dineallena advisee 'The Business-
maa's Guide to Europe, they'll all yen to 'sake a lift tarn at the nott came'
ore win den Oa traveler ea
what be impost be materna and
cash* veto be heals far
ea*
Ferther OM, Forever New




THE OM= CIMINI111 of ordering melee for customer. .1
pictured by Mimes Walla in "Forever Old, Forever New'.
Mud* author's kite& hair-
ing-e-eitinderflt-lhhe
book be all akin • abear-si-
Oftellfamentri to Wens
Road It and Mends with
the Greeks, whit dm proud,
fun-loving, hospitable people.
Enjoy. too, Emily's new ad-
venturer in an old land.
Foispeet no Shin by Les-
lie Finer. h pain book a
thinmettaly Wane& Oak -
written by an Inguaimuin who
Ii.. lived Ia OTTO!e fla eight
years, it has a whereto-go
and viliatAteetre death that is
invaluable. letit what makes
fhb Webb aotateteinir is Use
affectioruate picture the author
pethents ed his adoPted &un-
breath -their regional Loyalty
ild halletherty. their cloth
ties with the Church. Nor
happineiabe outdoor life and
Maar ploassiess.
The Ores* Ikehges by James
Wellard. Thb bat a travel
book but It. one travelers to
North Africa will enjoy The
visitor to Cairo, for example,
who stands on the edge of
that vast sea of sand, the
itahare will be ftheinated if
he's read the desert story Mr.
Wellard spin or 3,000 000
miles of geed aad 10,000 years
of history.
Fell Tug thy Dwell Murphy.
If fat abet ward to go by
ptiuse, trial or boat. fellow
Uilb 0th of Mitie dittirphy who
tisi.ligrittr bicycle' pedallt
through Perel‘ Afghanistan,
over the Phatalara te Pak-
istan Sad Into India. It. a
acianionat uerptiehuy, 0 t h
Maury adialstalp
endear Biel by Jean Baer.
If you're a woman and you
travail alone, here's a book
that tells you how to make
your way through Europe. It.
I globe elf est anti elei t
gal on what to take, sae and
boy. dot sin advises on hoe
to whip up • social life over-
1%. Beeiaremath's Gad, to
Illettas tre Paul B. Thmey
The emphasis here Is on travel
the beetneer but pleasure Wet
overlooked, either (w v e s.
Err at do re along on burl-
thee trips).
The book alms at helping
the businessman move smooth-
ly and efncisntly around 25
countries and 5,0 key clues in
Europe. It details the sort of
helpful information you need
to know when you're on a
working trip In a foreign
country. There are tips, ten-
on beer ani Where be enjoy
after:office lours.
Tellfbey fhp tisane of Pee
rape by Dorothy Loa Mc rad-
arm Vyea febley flablith this
book tells you how to include
them in your trip abroad The
author ghat eadefete direr-
eons for finding and viateng
840 thennas gardens end
flower tholes in la entireties.
All W lie bootie mentithed























i Of the pro-
lifts. Bawer
eve the devo-
i by Mrs. Ne-
i Mrs. E. C.






























11 3 miles from Court square
on Concord Reado
Phone 753-2454 Uric
CARPETS and life too can be
beautiful if you use Blue Lustre.
Rent electric ehampooer fl 0-18-C
12 (WAGE DOUBLE barrel Ste-
yens shot gun in nice abape also
9 410 ahot gun for sale 21 inch gas
range ideal for small apartment
Call 753-8613 after 5:00 p.m. TEC
1964 BUIOK, Super. Excallent run-
lung, very good Ores, 44ear sedan.
excellent bisok. flodeb. Fee at Starts
Hardware. 0-20-C
NEW THREE-BEDROOM bra on
Sha Wa Drive by OV/tibr- TWO full
A. baths two-car garage. bade 974,
I, close to colkge campus This house
le vacant Pmeemosi with creed Oen
be seen by appointment Cal1 763-
E1625 0-164
4 RESIDENTIAL LOTS In Napes
Fla cleaeloped One 1750 00 or all
for $2.195 00 Sets Marlon McCarthy
at the Nataanal Hotel. room 216
o
CH A PTER- 1
rye this dark February day le
• 1847 the usually placid
waters of the Gun of Messer
were roiling and Marine in an
gry protest at the harah or.,
&aught of the rain•fIlled rarine
norther The waiting fleet ot
troopshipe anchored oft The
sesidy Testae shore wallowed ir
belplome empty frustretinn
There were toasts aptento, tc
transport Gene ra I Winfield
Scoft• Volunteer Soldiers across
the shallow oesters but these
small craft, since early morn-
ing. rtad been 'solidly staked
along the serge sloping beach
The few that had ripped free
had quickly been pounded apart
against the water-parked sand
Further ashore • numbet
leaking tents had 'been whippei!
to shreds and 0 ers hmt sunni,
collapsed on their fuel'.. Vol
untold occupants The tents
viewed through the rainstherr
seemed to stretch endlessl‘
aerosol the prairie out there was
an end to them half a mile frorr
the waters edge
Along this northern boundary
of the encampment Craig Dixor
was nicking his storm impede,'
way toward the smoked-canvas
quarters occupied by Cion
Luxton who until three weeks
ago had been a mountain man
and now was a sergeant m the
Texas Volunteers Dixon 0A11
been snug anti secure In hik own
tent when Private &tinker had
brought him Luxton's cryptio
message
'The General wants to see
you in • damn big hurry, but I
got to talk to you first. 1 didn't
come to you 'cause you'll be
welkin' this way anyhow. and
Tye got coffee near brewed."
SWEET POTATOES. Copter Skin.
ore. Meese lbedlig pour container.
Cocper Jonas, Rhone 247-4471, Jones
_dill, Tenn. 0-30-C
16" WESTERN FLYER Bicycle with
stodi taros. Good oandiaon Cheap
753-6002 0.20-P
SOME REAL Bard Dogs, thorotiell3
broken. and du it all. Also pair Ooon
&tee Phone Hoplunevtlle, 886-8071
0-19-P
N 1 . f
BRE DILL ELECTRIC for motor
repairs New and used motors fOr
sale. Located Murray Drive-In Them.
ter entrance. Pim= 753-2920. Tlw..7
ELECTROLUX SALES and Service
Call Carlon B. Cherry, phone 793-
6725- 0.114.P
I WILL NOT HZ relerwalkeSC
any acts mode by Dwane Nebo.
et nod. R. H Kelm.
WILL CARE FOR child Et my home
white mother WM Yks. Phone 763.
TN?. 0-23-C
OR aIl
ROOM FOR ONE COLLEGE boy
real clone to college. call 763-6613
alter 5.00 pm TT°
NEW BUILDING on Main Street,
for auto >manna Phone 753-30Ia.
• 0-19-0
HOUSE TRAILER 2-bedrooM. 10 ft




New) YOUR POODLE ciipped?
Call 753-7160 lor a professional cut




Reliable Inn,, NMI. an female. for
part f UAW work.
.•••ten- lot:online for 1,11 to
*RS lee the Rooms model free neig-
hs, lee Tube Testa. wish marlyeally•
adi wised KA' -C. wid hyl s subs
and mac tubes •Le-b w retail worm
~err Jimmmit worst, see-
• AAP 04511010.
Tab 4 a errs Ire lip. 1111•••••••• dino-
iooJ 0.1 aianI ii VT III 401 10 -
rl rre ilh your present
Meat.
o qualify you moot Aare $100.1 IllS
Is. W17160.011 11•014, ayariable mute,
lairlY for Ills-  en Lery sod ...I.O.M....
• 11 V uelmool Invest
autasellify e. o 0 10 Sours of spate
II ow weekly sod a omen- Amoy to
'mycosis rase prewint income 1n your
n twinirWw• itanikopi weld 5.1
airy WNW Per few
1M 004 answer wilew fully austdied
for (Mr Mad esLenall.
buts rove I• 1 oily *el- up There 1• oo
otellins tsr whetting. Ise 'UMW • arts
I 5141111Hil stel)
Yoe peraosts1 Mien' tew Is your
et stet ineittfir low Pnottir ol1fl-
bar to
!. i vit (75I•451-11011.24. INC.
11041 Illeirrear Shi.
en. Lyon. Nits 03104
Al'11F MC telt:
- -
TOR t...APITta, MID ORM -Iti
informisum. oall 753-3314 anytime"
'TFC
Stirring historical novel of war and love
According to Luxton's way of
thinking the coffee was an
argument that far outweighed
such paltry considerrotoons as
army rank and protocol, and
portiere he was right This was
• civilian army: most of its
officers had been chosen by the
men themselves, and the ma-
)(orgy Of the voting soldiers
ditto I consider that their ballots
rota granted social amenities as
well as authority
Dtxon hunched tnto the wind
A lieutenant. one of those who
had been elected by his own
men he was dressed in a con
glomeratton of a new blue urn-
form a gray civilian greatcoat
and a Texas-style poncho which
COUldn't keep sheets ot rain
water from soaking him clear
through He was a tall man
browned and creased by the
harsh Texas plainbierfiere he
had been raised. his walk
anal manner suggested New Or-
lean* where he had spent four
of nil twenty-eight years
He altered his course slightly
and a chattering voice lashed
out at Min
*Milt! Who goes thart" The
sentry standing to the leeward
oot one of the tents, was dressed '
in a short bentsion coat and
winked bliCjtskUi•
After IMMO* Milted and,,prop
erly identrfled hiniself, the guard i
The Whispering Cannon
by NELSON & SHIRLEY, WOLFORD
A Doubleday & Co n.. 00 right Si. t I.... a
Shirley Wolford. Distributed by King INstruri, bindwate
shielded nor long nnlaket by
placing it trothrty against isis
body and said speculatively '1
rISCS011 yo re • lieutenant out
you shore!) runt the most verl
sibie one I ever diri see else
you wouldn't be caught out lilt,
this"
Ills last words carried • chat
;mute that had a laminar nag
to it As a civihun travekng
with Zachary Taylor's Regulars
and Vsrunteers during most of
the preceding year Dixon nad
met more than one pioneer-
turned-soldier who saw a fight
as uve onty chance to nuns his
boredom at home
He said without malice. '1
suppose iron think all the yen
sIble members of this army art-
in their tents now
- I reckon
'You steno out nere and
think about it " Dixon suggest
ed
The sentry glowered for a
moment and then grinned A*
'east fie nod nen In a ronteat
small as it was and tor the rno
ment tie was satisfied
• • •
nIXON moved on casting
rain-filled eyes about the
encampment As a soldier new
to the ranks of the army out
familiar with Its way he was
impressed with the orderliness
rind rote of Scotts mIghta
arnIV , that that pert Of nun
which would always belong to
the newspaper world could only
reflect that no man could ever
control more than a pert Of OM
' own desttnY
Scott had planned that this
day would leave Its mark On
American history: here from
this remote camp the Amen-
. can army's first major arnphtb-
lour! invasion was to have been
launched at daybreak Suil the
unexpected tumult ot this
morning's 'merino had changer'
all that The inverann ruid been
halted before It Wall ten min-
ute. old sad this calendar day
wont() moon be neglected slat
then formitteri
It wnp a blow- that was
bound to have Its select on
Scott to mood sno actions today
inn it multi hardly account for
his sending for a newly commis-
Stoned lieutenant sync had never
seen him except from a dui
trance Probably the General
summons hen nothing to do
With Olkon•ir ritritits as a wad,
but was filelincla ted with his hav•
Mg been a nevaspn per reporter
Mail the day of ills enlistment
Dixon cOrrecido nis own
thinking He had been a oorre-
epontient rather than a reporter
One of the first men in history
ever to dispatch Ms material
directly from a battle front, he
had been with General Taylor's
army from April through Sep-
tember of last year He bad
fought alonmide the eoldiesamt
Palo Alto and Rearm de Is Pal-
ma and Monterrey, and bad he
still be • newspaperman sett.
Taylor rather than • Wile
with Scott
manta ne nad editorial.
and his uncompromising on
painfully arriven at ii, Sept.,
ben WS, that Taylor 11110 In,-
-s long series Of colossal OtUt
sierk oeginning with nil' re,.
tion to the first Mexican attar
and culmii tine With the al
most unt.etievaiale •rmiatice
terms which nan followed the
fall 'at Monterrey
, On the des lie had wItheseer,
I the beautiful out incredible sur
render ceremony -and then seen
the Mexican army march from
the city with all tt• small arm,
and many of its cannon -nor oar
finally put all of his feelings on
paper ano dispatcher, them to
the New OrteaneXtreurnoese
If nen perhaps neer an
portant document Many dial
ed that this ano aubsonnoent
patches roan actuall% influent:co
Pressitient POIN int. oer oyin0
that peace court, never come
about until a second arms tin
der General Scott took the of
tenstve from Taodot am, touglu
Its way along reeler ono
route from Vern Cruz to Mexico
City
Of those who snared this be
lid t some considered Dixon s
champion of the rights of 1
citizen soldiers out most per.
pie seemed to think that an -
man who would condemn -01,
Rough-and-Ready' Taylor. after
the great victories he Imo
achieved, was against all things
American
Dixon changed course again
reached Luxton's tent, and be
gan to squeeze his way through
the partrally tied flap He made
It inside and turned to see Lux
ton grinning at him
"Figured you'd need coffee
and I reckon you do," Luxton
greeted.
A horny hand reached out
and set a tin clip of thick black
liquid on the red-hut top of the
Franklie stove he hadscroungec
from somewhere "Take IL" be
mid, as if he were offering a
rare treat
Dixon nodded and accepted it
with the uncomfortable feeling
that Luxton's mustache tun
lust dipped into It Clony Lux-
ton seldom gave • man coffee
unless h• had sampled it first.
Ile leek, the earning cup with-
out toectung it to his tips-
'What's this about the Gen-
eral?"
-1 &Eel sure mind.- Luxton
cannoned. -but Rcott's man the
one that give me ' the message.
thinks he's Ilion to send you
some plate Rome place Hite
back to General Taylor's out-
"He'd send me to Taylor'!"
The potion was ludicrous, Prob-
ably acott's messenger nen
added a few embellishments to
die add& and. was -this minute
sharing his 'cite with anyone
who ereadd
(To Be Continued Tomorrow)
With the ezooption of firearm Pitatorkrai peormaapea, the Char-
("lora is, troe story are fictitious and hats so relation to sag








d'atients admitted from October 13,
14115 to Octobes 15, 1966
Mrs. Max Nance and baby girl.
stoat& 3, Lee Croas Washburn, Rt.
5. Benton, Joe Pai Farley. Rotate
i, Mrs. Lanon Lovett, P.O. Box 14;
Carl Alexander, Dexter; Mrs Jim-
my Wilson and baby girl, Hazel;
A. M. Jones, Route 2; Mrs. Nor-
man Klapp, 905 South 12th Street,
James Hall, Route 5, Benton; Roy
Ross, 414 North 4th Street. Rich-
ard Sydney, 447 Franklin Hall;
Mrs Thomas Herndon, Route 1,
Clover, Tenn , Mrs. Vernon Cohoon,
217 Elm Street, Irl R. Burners. 256
South Marion Street, Oak Park,
Illinois, James Ensnul Hurt, Rach-
man Hall, Mrs Harold Ellington,
Hanford. Route 5; Elialut Orr, Rt.
1, Haael, Mr Sheltie Oarner. 316
froth Witt, Mutter Nicky Davis,
Route 2. Haan, ads. Donald James,
New Concord; Mrs. NIT* Copycat,
1612 Ryan. Mrs_ Hugh Parris. fitel
I Story Avenue, Mrs. Isickie Eurkee,
!Route 4; Mr. Jack Skinner, 213 N.
!Ext. Mut 'therms Reese, 506 Whit-
neu, Mr Junea Hurt, 407 Rich-
man-. fLeL, Mr. Roy Rom 414 N.
4-0 es..41c., Mr. oeber,
end Da-very.
ELECTION NOTICE
IN THE CALLOWAY COUNTY
COURT •
RegularTMIKIIIIRWRield: os"ktl






An apphcation by emus' peti-
tion reigned by more than one him-
deed legal voters of Calloway Co.
unty having been Bled with did
court on the 3015 day of March, 1966,
I'. accordance ynth Kentucky Ea
Sized abatillien CABO and mid lip
Memnon demanding a referendum.
to determine the (oaten of gres.
ment to be used in Calloway Ongdy,
Kentucky, and the court bMellf AWL
floiently adobe&
IT IS ORDERED AND DIRECT-
ED that the Country' Court OHM itit
Calloway County, Kentucky, D. W.
Elhoen,aker, be and he lit bandy dl-
anti baby bay, 927 Pine Street, flz-n- noted to place on- the Watt at Sae
ton, Mrs Ikark Finney, Route 3, nest regular nectson it, be need in ,
icanton. C B Mayfield Rotate 1; DellowaY Counts', KentlerleY, Etat I
Mm Ease James, West View Nurs- does not ocour liallillal sixty days I .
trig Home, Wesley Redden, Beale lifter :Veered 30, leek which Weald
Hotel, Mass Estelle Calhoun. Route be the November, 1965, aleuerle
1. Cadiz. Herman 0, Kenathar, 305 IllectIon, the roBblnalt talenOWS:
W 141.11 Street, Brdon. Mrs. James
Dale Erw.n. Route 1, Hazel, Mrs.
Alma Smiley Route 1.
Paildeste discharged from _October
13, 11165 to October 15. /965
Joe Pritchett, Dexter; Mrs. Lula
'Are you for or regilinit baying
S Floral Court ocalliened tarso
cornmassamere sod Mt amid
Judge of ase Om*/ Court"
For  Alleikeet- .
Robertson. 308 5 4th Street; ?Ant /T IS FUITDREEt ORDERED ANO
Clyde Farms, 933 N. lfith Street; ramerED that the chhety ohm.
Maas Dorothy Ca/dwell ftoute 1, [Birk give to Use etientf a °emend'
Puryear, Tenn. Mrs. Mary Laud 
copy of this order Inman five days
418 8 1C881 Street; Mrs C10648/ idler this date. IT as runTirsoi
Orate, Rotate 2. Hazel, Mrs_ Kirby carcium mat- the Elberilif base
Ildis order pettlethed In mono we
or duly nrieraPil31/ ta/ kellmt Mr°
oonercutive wades ham Use elec-
tion and adyerilde ft by kaindbils
posted at me or more compicsions
places in melt maim in (adge*
°aunty for at lama two loseelks pre.  
- - - -
oncbog the eleotaco, seating when Collowscr County, Kentucky, thro law
the oleetotel adI he head and the Nth day of April, 1960
purpose thereof.
Such el-colon shall be held under
the gene.al electron laves
Given under my band as Judge of
- -




CROSSWORD PUZZLE Answer to 
Saturday's PUI2141
ACROSS 5- Throe -
banded
1. Trans- •ernadido
4.1r4" lard.' • .Y.SDr2.446
e-klesoc: se . _ ardilri
, Witten s f,„ its 111nitof






111 Con'unAtign 11-Part of
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subIsicts 114- Dutch town
511-0th•rwise 671• Hit lightly
an, Country of 40-Emmet
Asia 51• Es lots


















































Instr. by tolled FsaLirs Syudwais. lea.ret
!END • BAND
T.E41 YORK 061 - Toie Un s
• sr. Swam", has skopioxi
to Me lialtase Alutinie3radern for
t.norni I hc:.p ti bulti.,o tax ft t.
meld. rukcano.cd *Alta-net :naps
for iervose on its North *Lamar
Trade routes.
- - - 
e-




NIC.OLAS DEMONA IS FRANTICALLY
SEARCHING FOR ISS "C.LE-OPATRA"
AND 'MARC ANTONY ' TO COMPLETE
HIS FIENDISH E'APERIMENT IN THE












FRAKITI C TO DO
F
THE If
"IT COSTS SO LITTLT TO we RAPE"
ROSE's WHEEL ALIGNMENT
New Location, Olive at 3rd; thane 7113-1351
Check your wheels for Solely and Tire Wear








ALL .1 HEY SAY THEY'RE
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PAGE FIVE
Merle Norman Cosmetics
Crepn-7 im-os. All Purpose 51.78

























OF OTUER USED CARS
(Limit 5,111111 Stamps)





























IF you re looking for some-
' thing original to etre a
room setting oomph, look for
something very old or some-
thing very new.
Something old is an antique.
either a furniture piece or an
scoessory Its ortganaloy hes
in the fact that it's apt to be
a one-of-a-kind denim. Pro-
viding it suits your setting- -
and the setting needn't be
traditional for many antiques
mix well with modern this
one-of-a-kind virtue makes 41.-
a conversation piece.
New Idea
Something new can be an
idea one, for example. that
shows a novel approach .to
P e +secretive prinnesce -
hanging pictures, decorating
a wall, covering a inreitn.
draping windows
Something new can also be
as tangible ss the current
craze for pop art. It appeals
to many and there's no escap-
ing the fact that it's different.
Better Deeernitina
Maybe "way out" would be
bettre way to. describe it.
Among the most popular pop
artists is one who has rune-
tured • man-sirs toothpaste
tube and another who paints
=Up KM
Whichever your choice, the
fact remains that original ef-
fects in decorating can be
achieved with the very old or
the very new.
Cognizance of this fact has
peen taken by a group of ex-
perts and the result is some-
Milne regally different in ea-
19111111tions.
C "ea The National Arts
and Antiques Festival, It will
offer eoinething for everyone
when it lures the public to
New York's Madison Square
Garden next month (Novem-
ber 13 to 211.
Tbee-.(ad-Nm Shoo
Belled as a show-cg of the
arts "from the Coptic t,• •'
Optic". its d.splays will rio-'
from the- (unmoor of yester-
day to the pop art of tociat
It promises to be a trea
- honer of 'finds" for thaw o
"Nnint to buy, as well as a
never-never-land of Ideas that
can be borrowed by those who
merely want to browse.
More than 300 antique deal-
er., artioLa, sk,oratura rux1
museums will be represented
In a showing that aims to be
i'a walk through art history"
with almost all the art on
rxtututoon available for sale.
Take A TM
If you're in New York. don't
mass the Meow but, whether
you have a chance to see it
or not. take a tip from this
exposition when you're doing
decorating.. Ter Sae original
awe de sk.dap la at
wertleen wieliedift dem and
the Mt* gellielie that give
new a4101 a thanes to show
Utah Mamas.
Prism rosy surmise you-
antiques and onginens aren't
alwamenstly Often they can
be picked up for • song. You
may make a real "find", one
worth a fortune.
Even if you don't, this kind
of shopping is enjoyable for
just one reason- its fin !
NOVEL. ODIUM such as decorating wall with a painted tree,






515 South 12th Street
Seek Old Or New
When Decorating
IF l'Oti pick up an antique screen with a beautiful wood
frame, you might replace worn panels with mirror insets.
lioniaga by Does Ilealtaw PI I D
ANTIQUEr ARE popular for many remoras, including the
fact that many are delicately (waled to suit small rooms.
You can almost see its roar.
A big roar power steering. power everythmg
Want to turn on the exCiferrlefeFor this is a big, roomier COmet.
Wider. Up to 8 inches longer Get the key from your Mercury des, e r.
Comet power ranges up to the new
Comet luxury is big, t00. gie hatetiffl serfarmese 'hawks
390 4-barrel V8 in the Cyclone GT
Take this Caliente convertible
An eegant expanse of
skin-soft parallel-pest vinyl_
Deep carpet, wall to wall
With options like bucket seats,
in air conditioning,
power seats. power windows.
....firmargsfallitrj




We s.hington, D.C.. former United
&lies nnegreesman from Minneso-
ta', The Rev. Trafford P. Maher.
S. J.. d:rector of the Department
of Enicttion and Flurnxn Rent-
' .M.S Center, St. Louis Universinin
1 Dr. Ralph 0 Na. head of the
0 pan met t of Rhetoric. University
of niumesoun and Mr. Harold R.
Colbert, executave vice president,
Ccmmerce Publishing -Company. St.
Leuts. Mc_
'I he National Association o I
ok-Wo:nen Inc. is a professional
• /1.1.Z1 an for semen typo are
3 banea, airings banks.
-1 trns: c:mpanea. Torre are
:ban 41100 msr.bers through-
. .ie Un. ei nnstes and sevenal
a.gn rt an:nes.
\Ins *Joinun Seltzer, Vice-Pre-
.lent. The Peoples nrst National
t, nk and Trust Company of Pa-
tooth will senor:lea:1y Mrs. Hutt
▪ TU ..S.1 They sin leave by plane
om Pado.e.ah on Bunchy. October
SEEN 8 HEARD •
'Continued From Page One)
Just like them at home
--
On the way to Frainkfort Friday on
• he West Kentucky Parkway, we
saw a turtle In the right lane and
he was almost across His neck
was out as far as he could get it.
We wonder if he ever made it.
A big snake definite/5 did not make
it. He was lying in the middle of
the parkway.
The trees on the way to Frankfort
provided food for the soul Every
color of the rainbow The tree cov-
ered Pulls in the distance resembled
onnettang like • giant Raapberry
with each of the little bumps on
the Raspberry a different coke.
—
big cottontail haa a neat In the
rnind flowerbeci in the backyard.
H: his dug down a little next to
the bird bath and the grata has
crown up and covers hien pretty





H. Weeded out eatiwday after-
noon and stopped near the heft,.
Oet at Murray Blatt Saturday
▪ 'let and a rabbit took off anion
'he end of th field He looked fike
a ten second net
isbn Prmat, Murree State full-
back. played • asp mow Saturday.
:in • fro plies he resembied Billy
Joe or Cookie Outran
Talmo amid be retooled on being
reepeelhill wh-n the Adm Mater
or elder whool Is played. As the
Mime Mate Ilmad played the
Warts, mate Mem Mater, two
truisms for 1:FI1III were busy
on a phyer They stripp-
ed iff Na Jersey and sh-ulder pods,
FIPMPed him and otherw se kept
dtent th- eeritetion of
*ter neetn• tv-ryone ehe
stood silently
being published, anhough ne name
was signed The nsme was typed
at the bolt OM of tills letter and the
ed tor is of the opinion that the
lener a bornande neer neon from
Mr MeAlfee ters to editor
*re always welcome but should be
signed by the writer
Another marker for the torli%
t,ied
hss
ben torn down I almola 
the other day when I passed the
old latticed well sited out on South
16th Street, and it was torn down.
Many years ago when I was a
very little girl. I remember pant-
ing that well shed on our way to
town The road was muddy thtu In
the winter. and I remember how.
the hone and buggy would almost
mire down. Bin when I could see
the well shed, 1 knee we were near
Murray. That Is the only spa: I
can remember when my father and
mother. troukl take a day to go to
town.
What a treat , Now the marker is
gone.
Mrs Howard Ou:hrie
William Doran . . .
Woodlouse Prem Page Ohm)
Callosity County Illompttal He was
M years oi age and • member of
the Churoh Mist.
The dammed me born March
is. Iasi. in Weedney Oounty. Tenn,
to the late Jamie Lee and Frances
Letter To The Editor
(Castfatied From Page 11
nib* children I do not want to
have to tall them that my country
deserted • poople who asked us
for help in their hour of need. Nor
do I wish to explain that tete Unit-
ed States first line on defense has
become the Pacific coast because
my gentration so gutlees that
we gave up Ildr principles area Sou-
theast Asia for "peace in our time"
I do not want to tell my children
these things and that is any I
advocate a continuous and nreng-
thened eleott by the United States
to Southeast Asta and why I ask
thr, President Johnson's actions
in Vietnam be supported by all
ciesens who consider theaticlvai
Anienrans
'Inane you for *he attentioh you-
- r-y r-raliors in tOM' Inn -or:es, are cr....nshiring arrinxernent This costJ Flobert AlcAlfee bailed on place of reedwece 1f9 rs, w th sbrut hilt c-imng
Word Received . • •
(Continued From Page Gne)
my, Jerry, and Eddie, and several
grandchildren
The body is being returned to
the McElvoy Runnel Horne of
Pans. Tenn., on Tuesday where
funeral cervices will be held some-
time Wednesday. Burial will be In
Paris, Tenn.
011ie Hall . . .
it'ontinued From Page Onet
iltd Note: Thi above letter is
from the prrticipating farmer, the
ties nee from AC?.
CallowaV • • •
(Continued From Page One I'
Major categories -- physicians,
dentists, nurses and pharmacists.
The breiknown shows 17 pitmen
-ans. 11 denests. y nurses. 24 of
• •- is are active. and 6 pharmac-
ies
T4e fArc-e.s, wh'ch reflect 1962
ly by a comm.:nee e.f farm and
public administration experts es-
pecially appointed by the Secretary
of Agriculture for that purpose.
The system not only has been re •
tamed. but has bzen greatly streng-
thened."
liece in Calloway County. Hall
points out. 1753 farmers took part
last year In one or more proornms
&dr:am:Wend by the ARC Commit-
tee Funds disbursed under the
Commttees' supervision last you
amounted to $371.414.
La.e. year a TO. 12.434 sores of
farmland were :mproved tinier the
Anecorural Conservation Program
CIVIL SERVICE BENEFITS
I WAININOTtlet WS, The Fin-ale Priem pemed mid mew to Pres-
ident Johnsen a bill to extend baw-
ds of recent Intemmee In cavil Der-
eke rettretnent awarded to per.
amenent employes whale rennement
beneties begin before J. 1.
The bd1 was deigned to &lbw
the past &faze to 10116P Whirran ant
Moyer during the aulginga rud•
"So yott een see that ABC Corn-
mitt#emen in Calloway County are
In efect board members of • big
bunions." th cfriirecnr. continued.
"This points up the urgency in get-
ting out the greatest possible erce•-
••••ten of farmers in community
elections"
A "firmer eligible to vote in the
committee elections." according to
the chairman -is generally a far-
mer who m eligible to take part in
one Of more of the national fartn
programs which the ABC commit-
tee helps to administer A person
eligible to hold office as a Mel -
mitteeman ts a local resident who
Is eligible to vote in the election
and who meets other quatificattane.
Further information on these ail
other qualifications may be obtain.
ed from its ABIOS Migilifle gait*
In general, these ride out employees
or Wes Department of Agriculture,
habilera of elective office and per-
iled., 1160 have been dishonorably
elbilmeidel from • military service
ae egnmsed from office for cause.
• .191/1111111610111 of ABC comenunnY
Ihroughout Galloway
be held in each Magis-
torof Oletnet November d 1811,
BM* , community election will
choose three community commit-
teemen and two alternates. The
chairman, vice chairman. and third
regular member of the elected ABC
Hangcod Doran He was mulled nee lretarenent. Incranne aggnally cummunl" committee will abg°
to Lula Bell Cleenom who died in tonveced Man fanISON• gabb serfe as "Mat" and the 
al-
'ornate comm t•eemen win serve as
she-mite d tenets to the coun-
ty convention to be held goal
thereafter The ABC county corn-
eall at the funeral mince will be chosen at the con.
Tenn vent ion
1916
fatunovors include two daughters.
Mr fluf7-d ,Carrtei Jurney ol
Murray and Mrs Jessie Ramsey of
Detro.t. Mich . on- son. Harmon
Dcran of Ferndale. Mich seven
gtandehildren. seven great grand-
children
Bco Paul Hodges of the Morey
College Church oi Claret a, f
ficate at the funeral to be hr.
' n of Ridgeway Mom'
Clang. Pens, Tenn, Tuesday at te
n.... daral banal to follow in the
•Pet the time Perry Hendon look-
ed everywhere for his car We told .
him to call a Mb The last we sew,
he was still nine up and down
Menne for his air
We well egain compliment toe
ROTC for the excellent jab they
hove been doing ell year in park-
ing the cars Ties is a r:al service
r. the community
Welt yea can pee what kind Di
1,1,Tn-- we are We called Pat
Scott's prize winning animal an
Angus and hi reality it is • Short-
horn. We thought that any black
oar was an Angus
beeneene was titling un about an
MC lent involving Gene Co hey
when he was playing basketball at
larroy High rifle-:tee Me quick
Itthilrng abiltty. Oene had toter-
Melted a put on the floor but warn
traveling at such a speed that it
sea evident that he would run out
if bounds They recalled that just
as Oene grabbed the ball and Jtiii
before hi. went out of bounds he
-clad "Time"
New Concord . . .
;Irei.thsand Prom Pm* One
Ffth grade - David Bonner. and
James Jarrett.
Sixth grade - Martha Conley,
Kelly Ttiontmon. Nancy °Moron,
and Mends Stubblefield
Seventh grade - Jerry Chap-
man, Lynn Dunn. Mike Kline.
Ronnie Prescott, Dennis Sears, and
Eva Williams
Eighth grade - Danny Chap-
man. Martha Elmbro. Debra Hall,
thy Stebbleffileld, Katie Counts.
W mi lern!th. amid Jeanne Jarrett.
' MOBS BILL
WAI•121.01.014 IJfl - elon !milk
F. Mom DArtsh. Pirelay Introduced
Isedstion to set up a Wend omit-
at alcoholism He Mild the
group would study and conduct re-
search into the problems of a/mho.
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Snow and cold outside
. cozy comfort inside. With
Ashland Fuel Oil your family en-
joys the warni security of clean,
safe, reliable heat—all winter long.
Your Ashland Oil Distributor
is genuinely interested in your
home heating comfort. He will
make prompt delivery even dur-
ing the coldest weather. And with
Ashland Oil's convenient Budget
Payment Plan, you can level out
your wintertime heating coats by
making equal payments over a
nine-month period.
Keep your home warm and
comforta6le this winter with de-
pendable. clean-burning Ashland
Fuel Oil. For fast, friendly service
call us today.
. _
ASHLAND OIL Si R- EFINING COMPANY
Old Concord Road & R.R. Avenue





W:de ing.onal and other vans-
Vona exli:. in the supply of such
peret•nnel in relation to population.
The concentration Is ununu shy
high in the groner metropilion
areas
In Calloway County, the 68 men
and women in the health categories
listed are equivalent to 32 per 10,-
000 popula!:on
Among comparable counties
throughout the country, the aver-
age is 55 per 10,000 persons
For the Southern States as a
whole, the rate is 52 and, In Ken-
tucky. 45
Government experts AWITUI te
that medicare will cause -hospital
ussge to Jump 15 percent or more.
creaung the need for more hos-
pital beds
The report shows that. in Callo-
way County. there are 46 general
he en el n Is per 10e00 population
The average in the rent of the
C3A1n.:y 3a such beds per 10,000
Pectge
